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<td>2.1</td>
<td>Illustrated representation of the experimental testing environment within the W. M. Keck Foundation XROMM Facility. The dynamic testing apparatus is positioned within the field of view determined by the overlapping X-ray beams. A representative X-ray beam is illustrated with dotted lines projecting from one of the X-ray sources.</td>
</tr>
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</table>
2.2 XROMM Autoscooper 3-D software environment. This figure illustrates
the before (A and B) and after (C and D) results obtained from the
auto-registration algorithm using an initial guess that was extrapolated
from the previous frames. Additionally, the constrained-axis rotation
and translation manipulators are shown in A and B and C and D,
respectively. The Autoscooper software (executable and source) is pub-
lically available.

2.3 Static (A) and dynamic (B) testing apparatus. Both apparatuses were
rigidly fixed to a concrete pedestal (Figure 2.1) for all static and dy-
namic testing.

2.4 Images displaying the morphology of the three bones used in this study.
Panels A, B, and C are the 3-D CT models of the distal femur, distal
radius, and distal ulna, respectively.

2.5 Static error results. Box and whiskers rotational (A) and translational
(B) plot displaying range, 25–75 percentile, and median static error
for each specimen. Mean (+ SD) rotational (C) and translational (D)
absolute static error for each specimen.

2.6 Cumulative distributions of all velocities and accelerations tested dur-
ing the dynamic protocols. The full cumulative distributions of ve-
clocities and accelerations are shown in A and C, respectively. The
majority of velocities and accelerations are shown in B and D, respec-
tively. These data are taken from the data windowed by the vertical
dotted lines present in A and C.

2.7 Dynamic error results. (A) Box and whiskers plot displaying range,
25–75 percentile, and median dynamic error for each specimen. (B)
Mean (+1 SD) absolute dynamic error for each specimen.

3.1 The algorithm begins with 3-D models of the distal femur and proximal
tibia generated from a CT scan of the knee. Initial inertial axes are used
to isolate the femoral diaphysis, femoral condyles, and tibial plateau.
(A) The ML axis of the femoral ACS is determined by fitting a cylinder
to the condyles. The AP axis of the femoral ACS is calculated by
crossing the ML axis with the inertial axis aligned along the femoral
diaphyseal’s length. The long axis of the femoral ACS is calculated by
re-crossing the AP axis with the ML axis. (B) The three axes of the
tibial ACS were defined using the isolated plateau’s inertial axes.
3.2  (A.1) Posterior view of the plane used to isolate to the condyles. The yellow arrow represents the vector connecting pt$_2$ to pt$_1$.  (A.2) Anterior view of the vector through the diaphysis (purple arrow). The intersection of this vector with the distal femur defined pt$_1$. The axial plane placed within the metaphysis was used to determine pt$_2$. (A.3) Top view of the axial cross-section of the femoral metaphysis. The orange sphere is the center of the box bounding the femur. The black arrow represents the femurs inertial axis pointing in the AP direction placed at the center of the femoral bounding box. The intersection of this vector with the posterior femur defined pt$_2$.  (B.1) Distal view of the condyles. (B.2) Lateral view of the condyles. The cylinder is fit to the condyles using a least-squares algorithm. The condyles were isolated using the second iteration of the plane shown in A.1. The red arrow is the vector through the center of the cylinder, denoted as the ML axis of the femoral ACS.  

3.3  Representative graph showing cross-sectional area versus bone length. Cross-sectional area was used to define three locations along the length of the bone that were used to isolate the femoral condyles, diaphysis, and tibial plateau. The first location was positioned at the maximum cross-sectional area. The second location was positioned a distance (d) from the distal end of the femur. The distance (d) was determined by half the maximum cross-sectional area. The third location was set 30% farther from the distal end of the femur than the second location. The placement of these locations was based on preliminary evaluations of consistency across specimens. The locations were appropriate for all tested femurs and their placement did not vary. Small variations did not significantly alter the ACS definitions.  

3.4  (A) Average location variability of the ACS origins in mm. (B) Average orientation variability of the ACS axes in degrees. Circles correspond to the femur ACSs and squares correspond to the tibia ACSs. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Variability between the ACSs is thought to be influenced primarily by differences in bone morphology between specimens.
4.1 (A) Experimental set-up including image intensifiers and x-ray sources. The optical motion capture cameras are not shown. The subject is performing the jump-cut maneuver. In this example they were cued to cut to their left upon landing on the force plate. The ‘X’ marks the landing location and the arrows represent the left (L) and right (R) cut directions. (B) The OMC (dotted red) and biplanar videoradiography (solid green) knee flexion/extension and GRF (solid blue) for the entire jump-cut activity including the flight phase, landing, rotation, cut, and toe-off. The field of view for the biplanar videoradiography limits its ability to collect kinematic data for the entire jump-cut activity. However, it can be tailored to measure motion for specific periods of an activity where OMC is more sensitive to soft tissue artifact.

4.2 Panels A and B represent a single frame of the biplanar videoradiography data for x-ray source 1 and x-ray source 2, respectively. Panels C and D represent the same frame of the biplanar videoradiography data (blue) after image processing. Contrast and edge detection is used to enhance the images. Additionally, the digitally reconstructed radiographs generated from the CT volume are displayed in tan and are superimposed on the blue and black biplanar videoradiography data. The images represent the outcome of the Autoscooper software after bone tracking is completed for the current frame. The 3-D models of the tibia and femur driven by optical motion capture (tan) and biplanar motion capture (blue) are shown in panels E and F. All four independently tracked anatomical coordinate systems are also shown. The short and lighter coordinate systems are being driven by OMC and the long and darker coordinate systems are being driven by biplanar videoradiography. The external markers for the thigh and shank are also shown in tan. Panel E represents the initial frame, where OMC and biplanar videoradiography are perfectly aligned. Panel F represents a frame where soft tissue artifact is affecting the OMC driven bones and coordinate systems.

4.3 (Top) The difference between OMC and biplanar videoradiography for the three rotational axes (Rx, Ry, and Rz) and origin (T) of the independently driven femoral and tibial ACSs. (Middle) The rotation difference (FL\EX, AB\AD, IN\EX) between OMC and biplanar videoradiography. (Bottom) The translational difference (ME\LA, AN\PO, CO\DI) between OMC and biplanar videoradiography. For all knee joint rotational and translational differences, the data is displayed for the period before contact (A) and the period after contact (B). For each graph, the data is summarized using means plus standard deviations and the brackets represent significant differences ($p \leq 0.05$) between groups.
4.4 Example OMC (dotted red) and biplanar videoradiography (solid green) knee flexion angle and ground reaction force (solid blue) data versus time. The dotted vertical lines represent the contact event. The period before contact is period A and the period after contact is period B.

5.1 (A) Illustration depicting the experimental set-up used to capture both biplanar videoradiography and OMC data during a jump-cut maneuver. A screen directly in front of the subject prompted them with the directional arrow. The subject would land and cut in the direction they were prompted using the opposite leg. For example, if prompted with the left arrow, the subject would land and cut to the left using their right leg. The four OMC cameras are not displayed in this figure; however, they were positioned to capture the retro-reflective markers shown on the subject’s right leg. (B) An example frame from the Autoscooper markerless tracking software. Each view represents one frame from each of the two videoradiographs generated from the two image intensifiers (Figure 5.1A). The blue and black portions of the images represent the actual radiographs. The orange femur represents the DRR. Both the DRR and videoradiographs have been enhanced with a sobel edge detection filter and a contact filter. This was done to create a strong visual match between the DRR and the actual radiograph. The translational manipulator is shown. This manipulator allowed the user to translate the DRR within the 3-D environment. A rotational manipulator was also available to the user. The DRR is shown here after performing markerless registration. The knee shown in this image is from one of the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. Both interference screws are visible in the femur and tibia.

5.2 (A) ACL\textsubscript{INT} vertical GRF. (B) ACL\textsubscript{REC} vertical GRF. Each subject’s GRF was normalized by their respective weight. Thus, vertical GRF units are in body weights. Notice the highlighted peak in the ACL\textsubscript{INT} vertical GRF graph. All curves are displayed as mean ± 1 SD. The vertical line on each graph represents the time at contact. (C) ACL\textsubscript{INT} AN/PO translational excursion. (D) ACL\textsubscript{REC} AN/PO translational excursion. Anterior is positive and posterior is negative. All AN/PO translations were normalized for each subject by their respective tibial plateau width. Thus, translational units are defined as a percent of the total tibial width in the anterior-posterior direction. It should be noted that the AN/PO translational excursion data were obtained from the biplanar videoradiography system.
5.3 (A) ACL_{INT} AD/AB rotational excursion. (B) ACL_{REC} AD/AB rotational excursion. Adduction is positive and abduction is negative. (C) ACL_{INT} IN/EX rotational excursion. (D) ACL_{REC} IN/EX rotational excursion. All rotational excursion units are in degrees. All curves are displayed as mean ± 1 SD. The vertical line on each graph represents the time at contact. It should be noted that these data were obtained from the biplanar videoradiography system.

5.4 (Left y-axis) Minimum knee flexion angle for ACL_{INT} and ACL_{REC} male and female subjects. Minimum flexion occurred at or immediately following ground contact. No statistically significant differences between gender and condition were observed for minimum knee flexion angle values; however, the * represents a p-value of 0.054 denoting an apparent gender difference. (Right y-axis) Knee flexion angle excursion for ACL_{INT} and ACL_{REC} male and female subjects. Knee flexion angle excursion was defined as the change in knee flexion angle from minimum flexion to maximum flexion. A statistically significant difference was observed between male and female subjects. This is highlighted by the **, which represents a p-value of 0.002. The minimum knee flexion angle and knee flexion angle excursion units are in degrees. It should be noted that these data were obtained from the OMC system.

6.1 (A) ACL_{DEF} adduction/abduction rotational excursion. (B) ACL_{DEF} internal/external rotational excursion. All rotational excursion units are in degrees. (C) ACL_{DEF} anterior/posterior translational excursion. All curves are displayed as mean ± 1 SD. The vertical line on each graph represents the time at contact.

A.1 Representation of functions $f_1$ and $f_2$ and the resulting function, $f$. The GRF intercept ($P_1$) and GRF at 60 ms ($P_2$) form the primary components of $f_1$. Note that the shape ($P_3$) and scale ($P_4$) parameters of relating to the Gamma distribution ($f_2$) are shown here as the time point and width of the peak. This is an approximation of their influence, and both influence the location and height of the peak as well as the spread of the distribution. However, $P_5$ does parameterize the maximum height of the peak, as depicted in the figure.

A.2 Representative graph showing an example trial from one subject’s raw GRF data (solid blue line). The function, $f$, is shown using the initial guesses for the five parameters (dot-hashed red line) and the final fitted values for the five parameters (hashed green line).
B.1 (A) Example proximity area and proximity center (red sphere) for the medial and lateral compartments of the tibia. Blue and red are farthest and closest to the opposing surface, respectively. (B) Mean proximity center path for the ACL\textsubscript{INT} (green) and ACL\textsubscript{REC} (blue) subjects. The large and small spheres represent the beginning and end of the paths, respectively. Most of the proximity center translation is occurring in the AN/PO direction. The vectors represent the ME/LA (red) and AN/PO (green) axes of the tibial ACS.

B.2 (A) The mean proximity center distance excursion after contact. All proximity center distance excursions were decreasing, meaning the surfaces were moving closer together. (B) The mean ME/LA proximity center excursion. (C) The AN/PO proximity center excursion. The units are in millimeters for the proximity center distance excursion plot and both proximity center excursion plots. All error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean. Any statistically significant differences are labeled with a bracket.

B.3 (Top) Mean binned percent max proximity area for all subjects. The hashed lines are labeled with the bin distance. The vertical line is the time of ground contact. (Bottom) Bar plot representing the binned percent proximity area’s AUC. The units are percent proximity area \cdot milliseconds. All bars represent the mean, and the error bars denote one standard deviation from the mean. Any statistically significant differences are labeled with a bracket.

C.1 Illustration depicting an example set of ACL insertion sites for the femur in orange and tibia in blue.

C.2 (A) Knee AD/AB angle in degrees. (B) Knee IN/EX angle in degrees. (C) Percent ACL elongation. (D) Ground reaction force in kilonewtons. All kinetic and kinematic traces are from a single subject trail. The vertical hashed lines represent ground contact and peak vertical GRF. The time period before the first vertical hashed line is period A. The time period between the two vertical hashed lines is period B. The time period following the second vertical hashed line is period C.

C.3 (A) Signed ACL elongation excursion. (B) Signed knee adduction/abduction angle excursion. (C) Signed internal/external angle excursion for periods A, B, and C. The bracketed lines connecting box plots denotes that a pairwise statistical difference was found.
D.1 (A) Sample processed, smoothed EMG trace for the RF. (B) Sample processed, smoothed EMG trace for the ST. (C) Trace of the flexion angle of the knee during the jump-cut maneuver. For A, B, and C: the dotted line shows the time at which the subject made contact with the force plate, and the solid line shows the point at which the knee reached maximum flexion.

D.2 Bar graphs showing the mean peak times (A) and the mean onset times (B) for all 6 muscles studied. (C) Bar graph showing the PREP and LOAD Q:H and G:H muscle activity ratios. For A, B, and C: dotted and solid lines above the bars display p-values for differences among gender (male versus female) or ACL reconstruction status (ACL_{INT} versus ACL_{REC}) that were either significant or close to being significant.
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## Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>Anatomical Coordinate System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADT</td>
<td>Angular Displacement Transducer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL</td>
<td>Anterior Cruciate Ligament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLB</td>
<td>ACL Posterolateral Bundle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMB</td>
<td>ACL Anteromedial Bundle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL\textsubscript{INT}</td>
<td>ACL-Intact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL\textsubscript{REC}</td>
<td>ACL-Reconstructed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL\textsubscript{DEF}</td>
<td>ACL-Deficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Area Under the Curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>Biceps Femoris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>Body Mass Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COBRE</td>
<td>Centers of Biomedical Research Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computed Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>Degree(s) Of Freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRR</td>
<td>Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLT</td>
<td>Direct Linear Transform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG</td>
<td>Electromyography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>Field Of View</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>Frames Per Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Gastrocnemius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Graphics Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hamstring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAM</td>
<td>Helical Axis of Motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Image Intensifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>Joint Coordinate System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE or FL/EX</td>
<td>Kinematic Flexion/Extension Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA or AD/AB</td>
<td>Kinematic Adduction/Abduction Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE or IN/EX</td>
<td>Kinematic Internal/External Rotation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML or ME/LA</td>
<td>Kinematic Medial/Lateral Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP or AN/PO</td>
<td>Kinematic Anterior/Posterior Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD or CO/DI</td>
<td>Kinematic Compression/Distraction Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>Lateral Gastrocnemius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD</td>
<td>Loading Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWM</td>
<td>Local Weighted Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Medial Gastrocnemius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIH</td>
<td>National Institutes of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMC</td>
<td>Optical Motion Capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTOA</td>
<td>Post-Traumatic Osteoarthritis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREP</td>
<td>Preparatory Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Quadriceps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Rectus Femoris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Semitendinosus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STA</td>
<td>Soft Tissue Artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SID</td>
<td>Source to Image Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D or 3-D</td>
<td>Three-Dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>Vastus Medialis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XROMM</td>
<td>X-Ray Reconstruction of Moving Morphology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction
Overview

The knee is a diarthrodial joint composed of the patellofemoral joint and the tibiofemoral joint. The patellofemoral joint is the articulation between the anterior aspect of the distal femur with the posterior aspect of the patella. The tibiofemoral joint, which is the focus of this work, is the articulation between the distal femur and the proximal tibia. Tibiofemoral joint motion is three-dimensional (3-D) and exists in the sagittal, coronal, and axial anatomic planes. The six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion is quantified as three rotational motions and three translational motions (Figure 1.1).

The articulating surfaces of the femur and tibia are covered with articular cartilage and interact with the menisci and synovial fluid. In addition, the knee is comprised of four major ligaments (Figure 1.2): the medial collateral ligament, the lateral collateral ligament, the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), and the posterior cruciate ligament. The ACL is the primary ligament and focus of the work herein. The ACL originates on the medial aspect of the lateral femoral condyle and inserts on the anterior aspect of the tibial plateau. It functions to prevent excess anterior tibial translation, restrain internal tibial rotation, and stabilize knee abduction and adduction [1–8].

ACL injuries commonly occur during sport activities and result from the sudden deceleration of the tibia with respect to the femur. This often occurs under non-contact conditions where kinematic and kinetic factors produce excessive stress on the ligament. Furthermore, women suffer non-contact deceleration ACL injuries significantly more than men when participating in the same sport activities. Functional healing of the ACL is rare in both males and females and often results in an unstable ACL deficient (ACL\textsubscript{DEF}) knee. Presently, arthroscopically-assisted ligament reconstruction (Figure 1.3) is typically required to treat the resulting functional instability. However, while ACL reconstruction is effective at restoring stability to the joint, the risk of developing premature post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) is not mitigated. While
Figure 1.1: Illustration showing the six-DOF motion of the tibiofemoral joint. The top row represents three rotations: flexion/extension (left), abduction/adduction (middle), and internal/external (right). The bottom row represents the three translations: medial/lateral (left), anterior/posterior (middle), and compression/distraction (right).
much research has focused on the biomechanical factors contributing to the gender bias observed for non-contact deceleration ACL injury and the premature joint degradation seen despite ACL reconstruction, it remains unclear what kinematic and kinetic differences influence the injury mechanism and set the stage for premature onset and progression of PTOA.

**Figure 1.2:** Illustration representing the primary structures of the tibiofemoral joint. The ACL is located at the center of the joint and is colored in red. The medial collateral ligament and medial meniscus (not labeled) are located on the right, opposite the lateral collateral ligament and lateral meniscus, respectively.

The overall objective of this work is to compare the biomechanics of male and female
ACL-intact (ACL\textsubscript{INT}) and ACL-reconstructed (ACL\textsubscript{REC}) recreational athletes with the hope of elucidating both gender and ACL reconstruction status differences. This work makes significant use of custom biplanar videoradiography technology to accurately quantify the motion of the knee (Figure 1.4), and as a result, techniques need to be developed and validated to safely measure \textit{in vivo} knee kinematics and kinetics using this technology. Therefore, this work is a collection of method development, validation, and hypothesis driven research focused on identifying differences between gender and knee status in recreational athletes performing a maneuver associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. It is our long-term hope that the results obtained from this work will inform novel injury prevention and rehabilitation strategies to reduce injury rate and mitigate the long term consequences observed after ACL reconstruction.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Anatomy and function of the ACL

The ACL is one of four major ligaments comprising the knee. It is made of two bundles: the anteromedial bundle and the posterolateral bundle, which are taut in flexion and extension respectively [1]. The ACL originates from within the notch of the distal femur, where the ligament fibers are attached to the medial wall of the lateral femoral condyle. The ACL inserts anterior to the intercondyloid eminence of the tibia, blending with the anterior horn of the lateral meniscus. This anatomy allows the ACL to prevent excess anterior translation of the tibia relative to the femur [2]. In fact, studies have shown that more than 80\% of the force restraining excess anterior translation is provided by the ACL between 30\degree and 90\degree of knee flexion [3]. The ACL also induces internal rotation of the tibia during anterior tibial...
Figure 1.3: Illustration representing an arthroscopic ACL reconstruction. The ACL graft is highlighted in red and is secured within the bone by two interference screws. The drill tunnel, which is highlighted in gray, attempts to restore the natural geometry of the ACL.
translation. This suggests that the ACL restrains internal rotational moments during anterior-posterior tibial translation. Additionally, the ACL is a secondary stabilizer to abduction and adduction forces about the knee [3–7]. Ultimately, the intact ACL contributes significantly to the natural motion of the knee: a delicate balance of ‘rolling’ and ‘gliding’ of the femur on the tibia during flexion and extension [1,9,8].

Figure 1.4: Schematic overview of biplanar videoradiography technology. There are two essential pieces of data that are required. First is the actual biplanar videoradiography motion capture sequences. This system allows for videoradiography to be captured at up to 1,000 frames-per-second. The 3-D position of any point within its field of view is known once the system is calibrated. The second piece of data is the CT scan, which provides the volumetric images of the bones or objects of interest. The bone models are isolated using standard segmentation techniques and then combined with the biplanar videoradiography sequences. Finally, the 3-D motion of the bones or objects of interest can be extracted after performing either marker-based or markerless tracking in a virtual 3-D environment.
1.1.2 Non-contact deceleration ACL injury

ACL injuries commonly result from the sudden deceleration that occurs prior to a rapid direction change or leg landing [10]. These types of non-contact maneuvers produce abduction and internal rotational moments about the extended knee joint [11–14]. Excessive quadriceps contraction combined with hamstring weakness during extension is also thought to contribute to the non-contact deceleration ACL injury mechanism. The quadriceps muscles are active during knee extension while the hamstring muscles act as antagonists to the quadriceps during deceleration of knee extension [14–20]. The combination of these complex and violent biomechanical factors rarely results in an isolated disruption of the ACL. It is reported that approximately 80% of ACL injuries are associated with either traumatic tears of the medial meniscus, lateral meniscus, medial collateral ligament, or a combination of all three [1,21,22]. Additionally, chondral and subchondral bruising from bony impaction is likely to occur [23–25]. After ACL injury, the normal ‘roll-glide’ kinematics of the knee are disrupted, resulting in increased anterior tibial translation, increased internal tibial rotation, and altered joint contact mechanics [1].

1.1.3 Surgical ACL reconstruction

Research presently supports the use of arthroscopically-assisted reconstruction of the ACL to improve the sagittal plane stability and function of the knee for most patients after injury [1]. Reconstruction begins with a surgical removal of the torn ACL tissue. Once the original ACL tissue is removed, it is replaced with a tendon graft harvested from either the central third of the patellar tendon, the medial hamstrings, or an allograft [26]. Despite the general success of ACL reconstruction in restoring the stability of the knee in the sagittal plane, both immediate and long-term problems
remain. In the instances where autograft tissue is harvested, biomechanical and structural changes at the area of the graft are sacrificed along with the procedure related morbidities. When allograft tissue is used, cost, availability, immune response, and disease transmission present problems for the patient. In either case, large prospective studies have shown that the risk of tearing the reconstructed autograft is up to 5.7% and is even greater in younger patients [27]. Ultimately, no matter how precisely a reconstruction restores the natural geometric anatomy of the ACL, native sensory nerve fibers within the joint capsule and the complex fan-shaped bony integration is not retained. Thus, a failure to fully restore both the neuromuscular and rotational kinematics of the knee is likely. These failures may influence the premature degradation of the knee joint, which have been shown to occur with or without ACL reconstruction [1,26,28].

1.1.4 ACL injury related demographics

Failure of the ACL has been observed as far back as 1845 when Amédée Bonnet described three essential signs indicative of acute ACL injury for patients who have not fractured a bone: “a snapping noise, haemarthrosis, and loss of function are characteristic of ligamentous injury in the knee.” Currently, significant problems still remain despite the advancements in treatment options for ligamentous injury [26]. Currently, over 400,000 ACL injuries occur in the United States each year [29]. It is estimated that approximately 70% of these injuries are non-contact, resulting from the sudden deceleration that occurs prior to a rapid direction change or leg landing [30]. It has been shown that when participating in the same high-risk activities involving jumping and cutting maneuvers, females tend to suffer ACL injury at a rate two to ten times greater than males [31–33]. The total surgical cost of an ACL reconstruction is estimated to fall between $5,300 and $7,000 based on data published in 2012 [34].
Furthermore, data published in 2011 estimates the cost of a quality adjusted life-year to be $10,000 per injury [35]. These surgical and rehabilitation costs can amount to millions of dollars annually for women alone. This is in addition to the long term costs associated with post-traumatic knee OA, which is thought to prematurely present in 80% to 90% of patients as early as seven years after injury [29].

The increased risk of ACL injury to female athletes in conjunction with the growing numbers of female collegiate sport participants has heightened public awareness of the gender bias. This has prompted researchers to probe anatomical (ACL size, femoral notch size, Q-angle, etc...) and biomechanical (kinematics and kinetics of the leg and trunk, quadriceps activation, etc...) factors that may lead to the increased rate of ACL injuries in female athletes. Although the links between gender and ACL injury are not fully understood, differing anatomy and joint mechanics likely play a significant role. Understanding these gender differences in both ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} knees may lead to novel preventative and rehabilitation strategies [14].

1.1.5 Optical motion capture techniques

Because the non-contact injury mechanism is associated with highly dynamic maneuvers, studies have focused on measuring motion of and forces across the knee joint during laboratory controlled jumping, landing, cutting, and pivoting maneuvers [13,14,36–41]. These data suggest that women, compared with men, appear to cut, pivot, and land from a jump with less knee flexion, increased knee abduction, increased external rotation of the hip, and low hamstring activity relative to quadriceps activity (quadriceps-dominant contraction). While muscle activation data and ground reaction force (GRF) data collected from standard electromyography (EMG) and force plate systems are acceptably reliable, kinematic measurements performed using traditional optical motion capture (OMC) techniques are associated with signif-
icant errors. These techniques employ reflective surface markers to track underlying bone motion [11,13,16,37,40,42–47]. The surface markers are generally fixed externally to the skin and have been shown to produce large errors due to the relative motion between the markers and the bones. This relative motion is a consequence of the elasticity of the skin and muscle tissue surrounding the bone. Specifically, the quadriceps and hamstrings are large muscles that surround the femur, and the gastrocnemius, soleus and tibialis anterior muscles surround the tibia. During highly dynamic jumping, pivoting, and cutting maneuvers, the muscles, skin, and bone may not move as a single rigid body; rather, they likely move with their own distinct motion patterns.

Studies using implanted bone pins have shown that markers attached to the surface of the skin move as much as 30mm relative to the bone during rapid movements [48,49]. In an attempt to reduce these inaccuracies, Andriacchi et al. has developed innovative techniques that track a cluster of markers uniformly distributed on a limb segment. These techniques employ algorithms that model soft tissue properties and detect violations in rigid body mechanics, yet in vivo validation is limited [48,49]. Using the point cluster method, Alexander and Andriacchi were able to show that error was significantly reduced (0.8 mm – average error, 2.6 mm – max error) during low speed stair stepping activities [50]. However, this study validated the point cluster method by tracking only the tibia of a single subject using bone pins that could significantly stiffen the soft tissue surrounding the bone. These errors would likely increase under more dynamic maneuvers associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury, especially for the more muscular thigh segment. Not only are these errors problematic when evaluating dynamic knee kinematics, they are unacceptable when attempting to estimate stresses to the meniscus, cartilage, and ligaments. Changes in these tissues, especially during dynamic maneuvers, can be small enough that errors of even a few millimeters will produce enormous uncertainties in the data [51,52].
1.1.6 Bone pin, CT, and MRI based tracking techniques

Measuring dynamic joint motion with bone pins has been used in a handful of studies involving human subjects [48,53–55] and large animal models [56]. While this technique eliminates the errors caused by relative skin and muscle motion in relation to the underlying bone, it is highly invasive and inevitably alters normal movement. The invasive nature of this technique would certainly constrain the number of willing participants, hindering an investigator’s ability to conduct adequate studies. Alternative methods employing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) to track joint motion in vivo have been successful; however, they are limited to static positions or low frame rates [57–59]. Additionally, highly dynamic jumping, pivoting, and cutting maneuvers would be impossible to carry out within a confined CT or MRI environment. The use of conventional fluoroscopy, which allows in vivo visualization of the bones, is limited to a single plane and motion can only be visualized and tracked in two-dimensions (2-D); any out of plane motion or object displacement is not quantifiable and prone to errors [60]. Furthermore, the frame rates and shutter speeds associated with most conventional fluoroscopes are too low to eliminate errors from motion blur during dynamic maneuvers [61].

1.1.7 Biplanar videoradiography motion capture techniques

High-speed biplanar videoradiography has been employed in a number of studies that take advantage of the technology’s ability to capture 3-D skeletal motion in vivo [62,63]. The advancements in the techniques have allowed investigators to progress from marker-based bone tracking techniques to markerless tracking techniques. Traditionally, a minimum of three radio-opaque spherical beads are implanted into bones of interest, and their 3-D locations are digitized using standard direct linear transform
(DLT) methodology [63]. The combination of these 3-D marker location data with CT or MRI based 3-D bone models allow quantitative and qualitative skeletal motion to be assessed in 3-D. This marker-based tracking technique is capable of accuracy and precision below 0.1 mm and 0.1 degrees, making it ideal for studying the affect of skeletal motion on ligamentous and cartilagenous tissues.

These marker-based tracking techniques still require invasive bead implantation procedures that limit the number of willing human subject volunteers. Recently, markerless bone registration algorithms have been developed to eliminate the need for embedding radio-opaque beads into the bones of interest [64,65]. The simplest of these techniques, labeled as scientific rotoscoping, requires an experienced investigator to manually manipulate CT or MRI based bone models to match the biplanar radiographs in a 3-D environment [66,67]. These techniques require significant user interactions and can be laborious and time consuming for large data sets with significant bone motion over many frames. This has lead to the development of 3-D volumetric algorithms to track bone motion [65]. These techniques are based on the assumption that a properly oriented projection through a 3-D volumetric model will produce an image similar to the captured bi-planar videoradiographs. Because these techniques rely heavily on computational power they significantly reduce investigator interactions. Validation studies conducted by Anderst et al. and Bey et al. have shown these markerless tracking techniques to be capable of accuracy and precision similar to marker-based tracking techniques (~0.68 – 0.32 mm bias) [68–70].

1.2 Significance

The combination of high accuracy and precision with non-invasive model based bone tracking algorithms provide an extremely powerful method for tracking human joint
motion in vivo. The application of this technique to study gender and ACL reconstruction status differences during a jump-cut maneuver associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury has not been done. The qualitative and quantitative data collected using high-speed biplanar videoradiography, EMG, and force plates from ACL_{INT} and ACL_{REC} subjects performing dynamic jumping, cutting, and pivoting maneuvers will provide reliable, six-DOF joint kinematics and kinetics directly before and after ground contact. Furthermore, the tools and techniques necessary for capturing joint kinematics and kinetics during dynamic maneuvers will contribute to a better understanding of the gender specific mechanisms responsible for non-contact deceleration ACL injury. The results from this study will help engineers, physicians, and therapists develop more effective injury prevention and rehabilitation techniques. Furthermore, establishing these techniques using the large bones comprising the knee (femur, tibia, and patella) is an important step in translating this technology to study more complex joints like the ankle and wrist.

1.3 Specific aims

1.3.1 Specific Aim 1

*Develop and validate methods for accurately quantifying in vivo knee bone motion using biplanar videoradiography*

The first aim was designed to validate software techniques for tracking and quantifying in vivo bone motion using biplanar videoradiography. The first objective was to accurately validate new markerless tracking software that implemented previously described markerless tracking algorithms on a graphics processor. We used independent, gold standard instrumentation and cadaveric bone models to determine the
static and dynamic marker-based and markerless tracking error associated with the W.M. Keck Foundation’s biplanar videoradiography system.

The second objective was to develop an algorithm for defining robust coordinate systems based on the 3-D geometry of the distal femur and proximal tibia in order to extract clinically relevant joint kinematics. We used CT-based cadaveric 3-D bone models as inputs to an algorithm; this takes advantage of the inertial properties and morphology of the femur and tibia to build ACSs based on their articulating surfaces.

1.3.2 Specific Aim 2

Collect and quantify the kinematics of ACL\textsubscript{INT} individuals performing an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury

The objective of the second aim was to determine the feasibility of collecting and quantifying the leg motion of ACL\textsubscript{INT} recreational athletes performing an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. Additionally, we wanted to optimize methods for combining motion capture modalities to expand the field of view (FOV) of the biplanar videoradiography system. We also wanted to understand how soft tissue affects kinematic measurements obtained from traditional OMC techniques during the proposed activity.

To address this aim, we designed an experimental set-up capable of synchronously measuring leg motion using biplanar videoradiography and OMC as well as EMG and GRF data. We recruited ten ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects and had them perform a jump-cut maneuver which is designed to mimic sport activities that are associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. We hypothesized that the soft tissue surrounding the femur would influence the kinematic measurements more than the soft tissue surrounding the tibia. Additionally, we hypothesized that soft tissue artifact would
significantly influence the OMC joint kinematic measurements after ground contact when compared to the biplanar videoradiography measurements.

1.3.3 Specific Aim 3

*Investigate gender and ACL reconstruction status differences in kinematics and kinetics of ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects performing an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury*

The objective of the third aim was to investigate the kinematic and kinetic gender and ACL reconstruction status differences using the methods developed and implemented in Specific Aim 1 and Specific Aim 2. We recruited ten ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects and collected kinematic, kinetic, EMG, and GRF data while they performed the jump-cut maneuver. We hypothesized that kinetic and kinematic differences would be dependent on both gender and ACL reconstruction status. Specifically, we hypothesized that ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects would have larger GRF after contact as compared to ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. We also hypothesized that ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects would have similar anterior tibial translation values but altered secondary rotational kinematics when compared to the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects. Additionally, we hypothesized that female subjects would land with less knee flexion and larger peak vertical GRF as compared to the male subjects. Finally, we hypothesized that females would abduct and internally rotate their tibia more following contact and they would have increased anterior tibial translation after contact as compared to their male counterparts.
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Abstract

The use of biplanar videoradiography technology has become increasingly popular for evaluating joint function in vivo. Two fundamentally different methods are currently employed to reconstruct 3-D bone motions captured using this technology. Marker-based tracking requires at least three radio-opaque markers to be implanted in the bone of interest. Markerless tracking makes use of algorithms designed to match 3-D bone shapes to biplanar videoradiography data. In order to reliably quantify in vivo bone motion, the systematic error of these tracking techniques should be evaluated. Herein, we present new markerless tracking software that makes use of modern GPU technology, describe a versatile method for quantifying the systematic error of a biplanar videoradiography motion capture system using independent gold standard instrumentation, and evaluate the systematic error of the W.M. Keck XROMM Facility’s biplanar videoradiography system using both marker-based and markerless tracking algorithms under static and dynamic motion conditions. A polycarbonate flag embedded with 12 radio-opaque markers was used to evaluate the systematic error of the marker-based tracking algorithm. Three human cadaveric bones (distal femur, distal radius, and distal ulna) were used to evaluate the systematic error of the markerless tracking algorithm. The systematic error was evaluated by comparing motions to independent gold standard instrumentation. Static motions were compared to high accuracy linear and rotary stages while dynamic motions were compared to a high accuracy angular displacement transducer. Marker-based tracking was shown to effectively track motion to within 0.1 mm and 0.1° under static and dynamic conditions. Furthermore, the presented results indicate that markerless tracking can be used to effectively track rapid bone motions to within 0.15° for the distal aspects of the femur, radius, and ulna. Both marker-based and markerless tracking techniques were in excellent agreement with the gold standard instrumentation for both static
and dynamic testing protocols. Future research will employ these techniques to quantify \textit{in vivo} joint motion for high-speed upper and lower extremity impacts such as jumping, landing, and hammering.
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2.1 Introduction

Biplanar videoradiography systems that directly measure three-dimensional (3-D) \textit{in vivo} skeletal motion have been developed in part to address the inherent limitations of optical motion capture systems that utilize skin-based marker sets [1–9]. Current skeletal tracking algorithms are classified as marker-based tracking [4,5,7,10,11] or markerless tracking [1,3,6,8,9,12]. Marker-based tracking methods require implantation of at least three radio-opaque spherical markers within each bone. The invasiveness of this technique severely limits its applicability for studying \textit{in vivo} human joint motion. Markerless tracking makes use of algorithms designed to match 3-D bone shapes to biplanar videoradiography data. Employing this technology to obtain quantitative data on human joint motion first requires an understanding of its systematic error, particularly in the dynamic setting.

The systematic error of specific biplanar videoradiography systems has been previously documented using markerless tracking algorithms [13–18]. These studies provide valuable information on existing biplanar videoradiography technologies and stress the importance of establishing error measures for specific joints and system configurations. However, these studies typically involve protocols where cadaveric bones undergo static, semi-static, or gravitational based pendulum-like motion that may not simulate high-speed lower and upper extremity impacts associated with activities like jumping, landing, or hammering. Additionally, previous methods for evaluating systematic error have compared markerless tracking to marker-based tracking using the same data set (intra-specimen). While this provides a convenient and acceptable measure of markerless tracking error, it is not ideal for independently assessing the overall systematic error of a biplanar videoradiography system for both marker-based and markerless tracking techniques.

Work from You et al. [13] and Bey et al. [15] has made significant contributions
to 3-D skeletal motion capture technology by describing and implementing robust markerless tracking algorithms. However, these algorithms require time consuming data processing [13] or expensive computational clusters [3]. Recent advancements in graphics processing unit (GPU) technology make it an ideal candidate for processing computer vision algorithms such as those developed by You et al. [13] and Bey et al. [15]. These markerless tracking algorithms can be efficiently implemented on the GPU of a single workstation, substantially reducing computational time [19] and equipment expenses.

The goals of this study are to: (1) provide an outline of new markerless tracking software that makes use of modern GPU technology; (2) describe a versatile method for quantifying the systematic error of a biplanar videoradiography system using independent gold standard instrumentation; and (3) evaluate the systematic error of a biplanar videoradiography system using both marker-based and markerless tracking algorithms under static and dynamic motion conditions.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Description of XROMM Facilities and Resources

2.2.1.1 Hardware

The biplanar videoradiography system in the W. M. Keck Foundation XROMM Facility at Brown University (Providence, RI, USA) consists of two Varian Medical Systems model G-1086 X-ray tubes (Palo Alto, CA, USA), two EMD Technologies model EPS 45-80 pulsed X-ray generators (Saint-Eustache, Quebec, Canada), two 16 inch Dunlee (Aurora, IL, USA) model TH9447QXH590 image intensifiers (IIs), and
two Phantom v10 high-speed digital video cameras (Vision Research; Wayne, NJ, USA). The X-ray tubes are suspended from the ceiling by overhead tube cranes, and the IIs are mounted on mobile gantries (Figure 2.1). The system can deliver pulsed X-ray generation up to 150 Hz and can record in continuous X-ray generation at up to 1,000 frames-per-second (FPS). The system’s pixel resolution is 1800x1800, and the overall resolution of the imaging chain is approximately 2 line pairs/mm.

Figure 2.1: Illustrated representation of the experimental testing environment within the W. M. Keck Foundation XROMM Facility. The dynamic testing apparatus is positioned within the field of view determined by the overlapping X-ray beams. A representative X-ray beam is illustrated with dotted lines projecting from one of the X-ray sources.

Image de-distortion and 3-D space calibration for the biplanar XROMM facility have been described in detail previously and are available to the public [10]. Briefly, im-
age distortion is addressed by imaging a patterned sheet of perforated metal (Part 9255T641; McMaster-Carr, Robinson, NJ, USA) and using a local weighted mean (LWM) distortion correction algorithm implemented in MATLAB (XrayProject; Brown University, Providence, RI, USA). To calibrate the 3-D space, an acrylic calibration cube containing 64 steel beads is imaged. The markers are tracked in both planes using custom MATLAB software (XrayProject), and the calibration parameters are calculated using standard direct linear transform (DLT) techniques [20].

2.2.1.2 Software

X-ray reconstruction of moving morphology (XROMM) is a computational process that combines motion data from X-ray video and shape data from 3-D CT-based bone scans [10]. There are two fundamentally different ways to combine these data, marker-based XROMM and markerless XROMM.

Marker-based XROMM, also referred to as Dynamic Radiostereophotogrammetric Analysis [5], requires marker sets of three or more radio-opaque beads to be implanted into each rigid body. The 3-D positions of the radio-opaque beads are reconstructed from the biplanar videoradiography data and then used to calculate frame-by-frame motion for each marker set and, therefore, the respective rigid body in which they are implanted. The development of marker-based XROMM has been built on previous work on canines [4,21] and humans [22]. Custom MATLAB software (XrayProject) has been developed to process all marker-based XROMM data using standard DLT techniques [20,23], as previously described by Brainerd et al. [10].

Markerless XROMM can be performed by auto-registration of a CT volume to biplanar videoradiography data. The following description of the auto-registration algorithm is built on previous work described by You et al. [13] and Bey et al. [15]. The
Figure 2.2: XROMM Autoscorer 3-D software environment. This figure illustrates the before (A and B) and after (C and D) results obtained from the auto-registration algorithm using an initial guess that was extrapolated from the previous frames. Additionally, the constrained-axis rotation and translation manipulators are shown in A and B and C and D, respectively. The Autoscorer software (executable and source) is publically available.
auto-registration algorithm consists of four major components. First, a volume visualization technique is used to generate digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) from a CT volume using a standard ray casting approach and the known orientation of the biplanar videoradiography system [24–26]. Second, both the radiographs and DRRs are processed to enhance features and detect edges [27]. Third, a normalized cross correlation is used to measure the similarity between the radiographs and DRRs [28]. Finally, a downhill simplex optimization algorithm iterates over the six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion parameters until the desired correlation has been reached [29]. The entire auto-registration algorithm requires an initial guess of bone position and orientation. This can be manually assigned by a user or extrapolated from previously tracked frames.

There are several user defined parameters that control the creation of the DRRs. These include the sampling frequency of the ray casting, the intensity if the virtual X-rays, and a threshold density, which determines if a particular sample will contribute to the accumulated value along each ray. Once the DRRs have been generated, there are additional filters available, such as contrast enhancement and Sobel edge detection. Contrast and edge detection filters can also be applied to the biplanar videoradiography sequence. These settings can enhance the algorithm’s ability to find a solution. For the purposes of this study, these parameters were selected by the user to provide the best visual match between the DRR and the biplanar videoradiography sequence (Figure 2.2).

Once the user has fixed the above parameters, the objective function takes in the x-y-z position and x-y-z orientation of the CT volume as free parameters. It outputs a single scalar value representing the normalized cross correlation between the grayscale values of the DRR and radiograph. The correlation equation, adapted from You et al. [13], used in this study is
\[ C_i(\hat{p}) = \frac{\sum_{x,y}[r_i(x, y) - \overline{r_i(x, y)}][d_i(x, y, \hat{p}) - \overline{d_i(x, y, \hat{p})}]}{\left\{ \sum_{x,y}[r_i(x, y) - \overline{r_i(x, y)}]^2 \sum_{x,y}[d_i(x, y, \hat{p}) - \overline{d_i(x, y, \hat{p})}]^2 \right\}^{1/2}} \]

where

- \( C_i \) is the correlation between the DRR and radiograph from camera \( i \);
- \( p \) is the vector containing the six-DOF motion parameters of the CT bone model: xyz-position and xyz-rotation;
- \( r_i(x, y) \) is the radiograph from camera \( i \) after filtering with edges added;
- \( \overline{r_i(x, y)} \) is the mean of the radiography from camera \( i \) after filtering with edges added;
- \( d_i(x, y, p) \) is the DRR from camera \( i \) generated from the CT bone model in position \( p \) after filtering with edges added;
- and \( \overline{d_i(x, y, p)} \) is the mean of the DRR from camera \( i \) generated from the CT bone model in position \( p \).

The final similarity measure for a biplanar videoradiography system is the product of the correlations from each camera,

\[ C(\hat{p}) = C_1(\hat{p})C_2(\hat{p}) \]

The optimization routine searches the six-DOF parameter space for the position and orientation values that maximize this correlation.

The solution space for the algorithm is noisy and has many local minima. To avoid local minima, the simplex is reset and run multiple times using the result of the
The described auto-registration algorithm for extraction of skeletal kinematics from markerless XROMM data has been implemented in an open source software package that is available to the public (Autoscoper; Brown University, Providence, RI, USA). The software provides a graphical interface for markerless bone tracking over a video sequence (Figure 2.2). The images displayed in Figures 2.2A and 2.2B show the DRRs and video sequences for the two X-ray sources before auto-registration. The DRR is displayed in orange and the videoradiography sequences are displayed in blue. The images displayed in Figures 2.2C and 2.2D show the DRR and biplanar videoradiography sequence for the two X-ray sources after auto-registration is completed. The overlay of the DRR with the videoradiography sequence is represented in white. In addition to implementing the auto-registration algorithm, the software allows the user to rotate and translate the 3-D CT volume to best match the DRRs to the biplanar videoradiography sequence. This can be done by using the constrained-axis rotation and translation manipulators shown in Figures 2.2A and 2.2B and 2.2C and 2.2D, respectively. All six position and orientation parameters can be plotted within the software to assist the user in identifying registration inconsistencies between video frames.

The implementation of the auto-registration algorithm makes significant use of general purpose computation on a GPU. Highly parallelized GPU implementations of this algorithm have shown significant speed improvements over the traditional central processing unit (CPU) implementations [19]. Specifically, the DRR generation, image
processing, and similarity measure all take place on a single GPU with NVIDIA’s Fermi architecture (GeForce GTX 480; EVGA, Brea, CA, USA). To generate the DRR, each ray was processed independently by a separate thread. The image processing was done in a similar manner, with each pixel processed independently by a separate thread. The normalized cross correlation similarity measure was also parallelized using a tree-based parallel sum, and the resulting output is read off the GPU. It was not necessary to parallelize the downhill simplex optimization algorithm as the bottleneck exists in DRR generation, image processing, and similarity measure calculation. As a result, the described auto-registration algorithm converges in less than one second for a single frame on a GPU equipped workstation (Precision T7400; Dell, Round Rock, TX, USA).

2.2.2 Systematic Error Testing Protocols

2.2.2.1 Static Testing Protocol

Static error was evaluated by translating and rotating a set of human cadaver bones and a polycarbonate marker flag by known increments with high precision linear (NB4 Series; Newmark Systems, Mission Viejo, CA, USA) and rotary (RT-3 Series; Newmark Systems) positioning stages with accuracies of 0.001 mm and 0.002°, respectively (Figure 2.3A). The bones used in this study include a distal femur, distal radius, and distal ulna (Figure 2.4). The bones were manually stripped of soft tissue, cleaned using tergazyme in a hot water bath, disinfected with hydrogen peroxide, and dried at room temperature. The proximal end of each bone was rigidly fixed in a polyvinyl chloride pot using urethane resin (Smooth-Cast 300Q; Smooth-On, Easton, PA, USA). The marker flag was created by embedding 12 one millimeter diameter tantalum markers into two cylindrical polycarbonate posts (Figure 2.3B).
Figure 2.3: Static (A) and dynamic (B) testing apparatus. Both apparatuses were rigidly fixed to a concrete pedestal (Figure 2.1) for all static and dynamic testing.
For each bone and the marker flag, twenty trials of 15 translational motion steps
(0.000, 0.001, 0.010, 0.100, 1.000, 10.000, 10.100, 25.000, 25.100, 50.000, 50.100,
75.000, 75.100, 100.000, and 100.100 mm) and 15 rotational motion steps (0.000,
0.002, 0.010, 0.100, 1.000, 10.000, 10.100, 25.000, 25.100, 50.000, 50.100, 75.000,
75.100, 100.000, and 100.100°) were performed using the static testing apparatus
shown in Figure 2.3A. An average reference position for the translational and rota-
tional tests were determined from an additional twenty trials at 0.000 mm and 0.000°,
respectively. All marker tracking was performed using the marker-based software dis-
cussed earlier.

Translational and rotational errors were determined as the difference between the
computed rigid body translation or rotation and the true linear or rotary stage value.

Figure 2.4: Images displaying the morphology of the three bones used in this study. Panels
A, B, and C are the 3-D CT models of the distal femur, distal radius, and
distal ulna, respectively.
2.2.2.2 Dynamic Testing Protocol

Dynamic error was evaluated using the same bones and the marker flag employed in the static testing protocol. A specifically designed impact pendulum was fabricated (Figure 2.3B). A computer-aided design of the impact pendulum is publicly available. The fulcrum of the pendulum was attached to a high precision (±0.06°) angular displacement transducer (ADT: Series 600; Trans-Tek Inc., Ellington, CT, USA). This allowed the pendulum arm to spin along the same axis as the mechanical axis of the ADT. Angular displacement transducer data were collected at 5,000 Hz and synchronized with the biplanar videoradiography system.

For each bone and the marker flag, five pendulum drop-impact trials were performed using the apparatus shown in Figure 2.3B. For each trial, the pendulum arm was dropped from a position held outside the field of view (FOV) of the XROMM system. As the arm fell, it entered the FOV and impacted a concrete pedestal. The motion of the arm and the attached bone or marker flag was recorded for all pendulum impacts until a stationary, steady state was achieved. Additionally, an average reference position for each bone and the marker flag were determined by collecting a stationary trial at the impact position. All markerless tracking was performed using the auto-registration software discussed earlier.

Rotational error was determined for each bone and the marker flag by calculating the difference between the computed rigid body rotation and true ADT value.

2.2.3 Imaging Parameters

The X-ray tube voltage and current were set at 70 kVp and 200 mA, and the source to image distance (SID) was set to approximately 140 cm for each testing protocol. For
all static testing, the biplanar videoradiography system recorded in pulsed (4 ms) X-ray generation mode at 60 fps. During dynamic testing, the biplanar videoradiography system recorded in continuous X-ray generation mode at 250 fps. To optimize image quality and eliminate motion blur (dynamic protocol), each high-speed video camera was shuttered between 1/1,300 and 1/2,000 s depending on the bone or marker flag being imaged.

Clinical CT scans for each bone were acquired in the axial plane (Lightspeed; GE, Piscataway, NJ, USA) at 80 kVp, using GE’s SMART mA and Bone Plus reconstruction algorithm. The table speed and pitch were set at 0.562° and 5.62 mm/rotation for each scan. The image volumes contained 243 image slices for the distal femur and 218 image slices for the distal radius and distal ulna. In-plane image resolution was set at 512x512 pixels for a voxel size of 0.217x0.217x0.625 mm³. Each bone was isolated from its entire volume using thresholding and segmentation tools implemented in commercially available software (Mimics 14; Materialise, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). These procedures follow well established techniques [30,31].

2.2.4 Data Analysis

All analyses were performed on unfiltered data. Helical axis of motion (HAM) rotation and translation variables were used to describe all rigid body kinematics obtained from the XROMM system. This permits a direct comparison of values without the need to define a common identical coordinate system in both the XROMM and testing apparatuses space. Systematic error, defined as the difference between the measured rigid body motion (XROMM) and the true value of the parameter being measured (stages or ADT), was determined for every static and dynamic data point. These data are summarized using sample median, 25–75 percentile, and range statistics.
Absolute error data are summarized using sample mean and standard deviation (SD) statistics.

The distributions of angular velocities and angular accelerations were determined for the maker flag and each bone in order to highlight the motions being imaged during the dynamic protocol. Angular velocity was defined as the discrete derivative of the measured position data. Angular acceleration was defined as the discrete second derivative of the measured position data. Correlations between error, angular velocity, and angular acceleration were determined for all dynamic trials using standard linear regression techniques.

2.3 Results

The distributions of error values (minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile, and maximum) for the static rotational (Figure 2.5A) and translational (Figure 2.5B) movements were lower and more tightly clustered for the marker flag than for each bone tracked using the described markerless tracking software. For marker-based tracking of the marker flag, the mean static rotational and translational absolute errors were estimated to be 0.09 ± 0.08° (Figure 2.5C) and 0.12 ± 0.08 mm (Figure 2.5D), respectively. For markerless tracking, the mean static rotational absolute errors were 0.30 ± 0.18°, 0.39 ± 0.18°, and 0.44 ± 0.26° for the distal femur, distal radius, and distal ulna, respectively (Figure 2.5C). The markerless tracking mean static translational absolute errors were 0.25 ± 0.16 mm, 0.33 ± 0.27 mm, and 0.30 ± 0.30 mm for the distal femur, distal radius, and distal ulna, respectively (Figure 2.5D).

For the dynamic protocol, the minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile, and maximum angular velocity was 0.0, 47.2, 95.8, 172.7, and 6.2x10³ degrees/s,
Figure 2.5: Static error results. Box and whiskers rotational (A) and translational (B) plot displaying range, 25–75 percentile, and median static error for each specimen. Mean (+ SD) rotational (C) and translational (D) absolute static error for each specimen.
respectively (Figures 2.6A and 2.6B). The minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile, and maximum angular accelerations was 0.0, 1.3x10^3, 2.9x10^3, 5.1x10^3, and 1.6x10^6 degrees/s [2], respectively (Figures 2.6C and 2.6D). Approximately 50% of the velocities and accelerations were above 95 degrees/s and 2,900 degrees/s [2], respectively.

**Figure 2.6:** Cumulative distributions of all velocities and accelerations tested during the dynamic protocols. The full cumulative distributions of velocities and accelerations are shown in A and C, respectively. The majority of velocities and accelerations are shown in B and D, respectively. These data are taken from the data windowed by the vertical dotted lines present in A and C.

The distribution of dynamic rotational error values (minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile, and maximum) were similar for the marker flag and each bone tracked using the described markerless tracking software (Figure 2.7A). However, the total range of error values was lower for the marker flag. For marker-based tracking,
the mean dynamic absolute error was estimated to be $0.10 \pm 0.06^\circ$ (Figure 2.7B). For markerless tracking, the mean dynamic absolute error was estimated to be $0.14 \pm 0.09^\circ$, $0.10 \pm 0.09^\circ$, $0.14 \pm 0.12^\circ$ for the distal femur, distal radius, and distal ulna, respectively (Figure 2.7B). In addition, angular velocity and acceleration were found to be very poor predictors of systematic error for the marker flag and all bones ($R^2 \leq 0.01$). Furthermore, the change in error for a unit change in either angular velocity or acceleration was below 0.036 for the marker flag and all bones.

![Figure 2.7: Dynamic error results. (A) Box and whiskers plot displaying range, 25–75 percentile, and median dynamic error for each specimen. (B) Mean (+1 SD) absolute dynamic error for each specimen.](image)

### 2.4 Discussion

The goals addressed by this study were threefold. First, an outline of new markerless tracking software that makes significant use of modern GPU technology has been provided. Second, a versatile method for quantifying the systematic error of a biplanar videoradiography system using independent gold standard instrumentation was described. Finally, these methods were applied to evaluate the systematic error of a biplanar videoradiography system using marker-based and markerless tracking
algorithms under static and dynamic motion conditions.

The results presented in this article indicate that the biplanar videoradiography hardware and Autoscoper software described here are capable of measuring sub-millimeter and sub-degree bone motion under the given testing conditions. The results were obtained using independent instrumentation as a gold standard, rather than an intraspecimen marker-based comparison. This provides two advantages: first, the systematic error of both marker-based and markerless tracking can be assessed independently; and second, eliminating the need to remove all marker signatures from the biplanar videoradiography data saves considerable preprocessing time and effort. The presented results are consistent with similar studies investigating errors associated with markerless bone tracking. A study by Bey et al. reports markerless tracking of the glenohumeral joint [15] to be within 0.5 mm of marker-based tracking. In another study, Bey et al. reports markerless tracking of the patellofemoral joint [16] to be within 0.455 mm and 0.987° of marker-based tracking. A study from Martin et al. [3] reports markerless tracking errors on a separate system to be within 0.25 mm of marker-based tracking for the distal femur and pelvis. Additional studies have shown similar markerless tracking results for the knee [6,18].

As anticipated, the systematic error of the biplanar videoradiography hardware and Autoscoper software system fell below 1 mm and 1° for both static and dynamic marker-based and markerless tracking. It was expected that the marker-based tracking would be equivalent for both the static and dynamic protocols because the W. M. Keck XROMM Facility is equipped with digital video cameras capable of capturing at high shutter speeds that effectively stop the motion at a given frame. Additionally, because spherical markers were being tracked, changes in marker flag orientation and location throughout the imaging FOV were not expected to affect tracking. The absolute error for the marker-based static and dynamic error were not statistically
significant \((p = 0.10)\) from each other.

Conversely, a surprising finding was the larger error observed for the static markerless tracking protocol compared to the dynamic markerless tracking protocol. The dynamic markerless tracking protocol showed lower error values for all bones tested \((p < 0.01\) for the distal femur, distal radius, and distal ulna). These findings may be associated with the initial guess required as input to the markerless tracking algorithm. During static testing, each frame is tracked independent of the previous and succeeding trial. During dynamic testing, each frame uses position and orientation information from the previous (or succeeding) frame or frames to determine the bone position and orientation at the current frame. The variation in error observed between different bones is thought to be a consequence of factors reported in previous studies \([16]\). Particularly, 3-D bone shape, bone density, edge definition, and orientation within the FOV contribute to the observed measurement error. As an example, the relatively large errors observed for the distal ulna are thought to arise from a lack of bony features compared to the distal radius and distal femur. As a result of this deficiency, the 2D projection (radiograph and DRR) of the distal ulna appears similar for multiple 3-D orientations. This highlights the need to conduct study specific error measurements on the system configuration being used and the bones being tracked.

Establishing a method for testing the systematic error of a biplanar videoradiography system allows these measurements to be made consistently and relatively easily.

The described method for quantifying the systematic error of a biplanar videoradiography system allows for the independent assessment of marker-based and markerless tracking techniques under static and dynamic motion conditions. Specifically, the ability to assess errors at high speeds and during large accelerations such as highly dynamic impacts and direction changes is important for studying complex activities like jump-landing or hammering. Few studies have assessed markerless tracking er-
ror using independent “gold standards”. Li and colleagues [14] have evaluated the systematic error of a biplanar fluoroscope system using a high accuracy materials testing machine with favorable results; however, the low video capture frame rates (≤ 30 fps) limit the system’s ability to measure highly dynamic joint motions [32]. The method described herein was successful in measuring the systematic error of a biplanar videoradiography system tracking bone motion during high-speed impact conditions.

Moreover, the versatility of this method allows it to be applied to diverse experiments and testing conditions that require different system configurations and bones. It has become increasingly evident that quantifying errors associated with different bones and system configurations is an important and recommended part of any biplanar videoradiography study [10,11,14–18,33,34]. The variation in error observed for the different bones reported herein, as well as those reported in the literature, further highlight the importance of quantifying study specific errors. Additional static measurements were performed where each bone was rotated about its long axis (axis through the diaphysis), and the results were consistent with those reported. The axis of rotation would most likely affect a bone with few distinguishing features. The bones tested in this study provided enough features for the algorithm to successfully converge for multiple orientations. For studies investigating specific rotations for a uniformly featured bone, the axis of rotation associated with the outcome measure would need to be validated. Both testing apparatuses allow for the attachment of specimens in any orientation and could be tailored to suit these study specific validation questions. These methods can be used in conjunction with the described auto-registration software to efficiently evaluate systematic error for the majority of biplanar videoradiography studies.

The XROMM Autoscooper software provides the user with an elegant interface (Fig-
ure 2.2) for markerless bone tracking. Its use of GPU hardware significantly improves the speed over standard CPU implementations. You and colleagues [13] report total processing time to be 100 seconds per frame for two radiographic images. This can translate to hours of processing time for a single data set. Specifically, highly dynamic motions and impacts that occur during high-speed lower and upper extremity impacts require high video capture frame rates (> 150 fps) [35–40]. These types of data sets produce hundreds of frames for a single motion capture trial. Bey et al. [15] and Martin et al. [3] have taken steps to reduce processing times by making use of multi-workstation computational clusters that allow the algorithm to parallelize its computations over many processors; however, this amount of computational power can be prohibitively expensive and may be impractical for many laboratories attempting to process biplanar videoradiography data. Making use of modern GPU technology significantly speeds up computation time without the need for large computational clusters. The current implementation of XROMM Autoscooper on one desktop workstation with a single GPU (480 processing cores) provides a substantial cost advantage. This particular configuration requires between 0.5 and 1.5 seconds per frame depending on the size of the CT volume and visualization parameters. These time estimates will vary with different GPU hardware. Overall, implementing auto-registration algorithms on GPUs successfully reduces processing time, financial commitments, and saves valuable laboratory space.

Previous studies have thoroughly documented the limitations of biplanar videoradiography technology. Compared to traditional optical motion capture technology, biplanar videoradiography technology is not as readily available. Additionally, the X-ray exposure increases risk to subjects, and the relatively small imaging volume (approximately 2,000 in$^3$) limits the range of activities that can be studied when compared to traditional motion capture technology [37]. Furthermore, the registration algorithm presented herein does require at least one user-supplied initial guess.
that is visually close to the actual bone position and orientation. In practice, user input is typically required throughout data processing to assist the auto-registration algorithm converge on a final solution. The Autoscoper software requires different degrees of user input based on the quality of the collected data and the complexity of the joints and motions being processed. The results presented in this study are limited to idealized tracking situations. Only one bone was tracked during each test and no soft tissues were present. This eliminates bone and soft tissue overlap, which may increase processing time and measurement errors \textit{in vivo}.

In summary, the results presented herein indicate that the biplanar videoradiography hardware and the publically available GPU-based markerless tracking software can be used to effectively track rapid bone motions to within 0.15° for the distal aspects of the femur, radius, and ulna. Future research will employ these techniques to quantify \textit{in vivo} joint motion for high-speed upper and lower extremity impacts such as jumping, landing, and hammering. Furthermore, additional algorithms and image processing techniques will continue to be explored in hopes of further improving markerless tracking performance and efficiency.
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Abstract

The combination of three-dimensional (3-D) models with biplanar videoradiography is increasingly popular for evaluating joint function in vivo. Applying these modalities to study knee motion with high accuracy requires reliable anatomical coordinate systems (ACSs) for the femur and tibia. Therefore, a robust method for creating ACSs from 3-D models of the femur and tibia is required. We present and evaluate an automated method for constructing ACSs for the distal femur and proximal tibia based solely on 3-D bone models. The algorithm requires no observer interactions and uses model cross-sectional area, center of mass, principal axes of inertia, and cylindrical surface fitting to construct the ACSs. The algorithm was applied to the femur and tibia of 10 (unpaired) human cadaveric knees. Due to the automated nature of the algorithm, the within specimen variability is zero for a given bone model. The algorithm’s repeatability was evaluated by calculating variability in ACS location and orientation across specimens. Differences in ACS location and orientation between specimens were low (< 1.5 mm and < 2.5°). Variability arose primarily from natural anatomical and morphological differences between specimens. The presented algorithm provides an alternative method for automatically determining subject-specific ACSs from the distal femur and proximal tibia.

Keywords: knee, kinematics, anatomical coordinate system, three-dimensional model, surface fitting
3.1 Introduction

Accurate bone-based coordinate systems are critical for studying the effect of kine-
matics on ligament and articular cartilage deformation [1–4]. X-ray-based three-
dimensional (3-D) skeletal motion-capture technologies require reliable methods for
establishing femoral and tibial anatomical coordinate systems (ACSs) to measure
knee kinematics.

Standard methods for defining femoral and tibial ACSs use the knee, hip, and ankle
joints. Typically, the knee’s flexion/extension (FE) axis is defined as the vector
through a cylinder fitted to the femoral condyles. Additional axes are built using the
center of the femoral head. The tibial ACS is traditionally defined using medial and
lateral points on the tibial plateau combined with the ankle’s center [5,6].

An alternative method is necessary for ex vivo biomechanical studies using isolated
knee preparations that do not include the proximal femur and distal tibia. Ideally,
the method could be used both in vivo and ex vivo. Herein, we present and evaluate
an automated method for constructing subject-specific ACSs for the distal femur and
proximal tibia based on bony geometry derived from 3-D images (Figure 3.1).

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Bone models

CT images of the distal femur and proximal tibia of 10 fresh frozen cadaver knees (7
right, 3 left; 7 male, 3 female, aged 58.3 ± 11.1 years) were acquired (80 kVp, 400
mA, 0.22×0.22×0.625 mm³: LightSpeed; GE, Piscataway, NJ, USA). CT-based 3-D
bone models were then generated using Materialise Mimics 12.01 (Ann Arbor, MI, USA).

**Figure 3.1:** The algorithm begins with 3-D models of the distal femur and proximal tibia generated from a CT scan of the knee. Initial inertial axes are used to isolate the femoral diaphysis, femoral condyles, and tibial plateau. (A) The ML axis of the femoral ACS is determined by fitting a cylinder to the condyles. The AP axis of the femoral ACS is calculated by crossing the ML axis with the inertial axis aligned along the femoral diaphyseal’s length. The long axis of the femoral ACS is calculated by re-crossing the AP axis with the ML axis. (B) The three axes of the tibial ACS were defined using the isolated plateau’s inertial axes.
3.2.2 Femoral ACS

The primary axis of the femoral ACS (medial/lateral, ML) was established from its articulating surfaces. The femoral condyles were isolated using a plane oriented over two iterations. This was done to align the plane’s ML axis with the distal femur’s anatomy to evenly capture the articulating surfaces (Figure 3.2A.1). A cylinder was fit to the condyles using a MATLAB-based Gauss–Newton algorithm (Figure 3.2B). The cylinder’s center vector formed the ML axis of the femoral ACS because it approximates the knee’s FE axis [5,7,8].

The normal vector defining the plane’s first iteration was determined by crossing a vector connecting a point on the distal femur (pt$_1$) and a point on the posterior femur (pt$_2$) with a vector pointing in the ML direction. This vector was defined using the femur’s inertial axes [9]. The points isolated from the plane’s first iteration were fit with a cylinder. The cylinder’s center vector was used to define a new ML vector. The normal vector defining the plane’s final iteration was determined by crossing the new ML vector with the vector connecting pt$_1$ and pt$_2$. Pt$_1$ was determined by extending a vector distally through the femoral diaphysis until it intersected with the femur (Figure 3.2A.1 and 3.2A.2). The smallest inertial axis of only the femoral diaphysis defined this vector. The diaphysis was isolated by calculating the femur’s inertial axes. Axial cross-sections oriented using these axes were determined along the femur’s length (Figure 3.3). Three locations were determined along the smallest inertial axis of the femur: (1) the maximum cross-sectional area; (2) half the maximum cross-sectional area; and (3) 30% farther from the distal end of the femur than the second location. Finally, a plane oriented using the femur’s inertial axes and positioned at the third location was used to isolate the diaphysis.
Figure 3.2: (A.1) Posterior view of the plane used to isolate to the condyles. The yellow arrow represents the vector connecting $pt_2$ to $pt_1$. (A.2) Anterior view of the vector through the diaphysis (purple arrow). The intersection of this vector with the distal femur defined $pt_1$. The axial plane placed within the metaphysis was used to determine $pt_2$. (A.3) Top view of the axial cross-section of the femoral metaphysis. The orange sphere is the center of the box bounding the femur. The black arrow represents the femurs inertial axis pointing in the AP direction placed at the center of the femoral bounding box. The intersection of this vector with the posterior femur defined $pt_2$. (B.1) Distal view of the condyles. (B.2) Lateral view of the condyles. The cylinder is fit to the condyles using a least-squares algorithm. The condyles were isolated using the second iteration of the plane shown in A.1. The red arrow is the vector through the center of the cylinder, denoted as the ML axis of the femoral ACS.
Figure 3.3: Representative graph showing cross-sectional area versus bone length. Cross-sectional area was used to define three locations along the length of the bone that were used to isolate the femoral condyles, diaphysis, and tibial plateau. The first location was positioned at the maximum cross-sectional area. The second location was positioned a distance (d) from the distal end of the femur. The distance (d) was determined by half the maximum cross-sectional area. The third location was set 30% farther from the distal end of the femur than the second location. The placement of these locations was based on preliminary evaluations of consistency across specimens. The locations were appropriate for all tested femurs and their placement did not vary. Small variations did not significantly alter the ACS definitions.
Pt\textsubscript{2} was established using the previously described axial cross-sections. A plane at the second location, oriented using the femur’s inertial axes, was used to determine the center of a box bounding the femur (Figure 3.2A.3). Finally, pt\textsubscript{2} was determined by extending the femur’s inertial axis pointing in the anterior/posterior (AP) direction through the posterior femur.

The femoral ACSs secondary axis (AP) was calculated by crossing the vector through the diaphysis with the ML axis. The femoral ACS’s third axis was calculated by re-crossing the AP and ML axes. The origin of the femoral ACS was positioned at the centroid of the cylinder fit to the condyles.

### 3.2.3 Tibial ACS

The articulating surface of the tibial plateau was used to define the ML, AP, and third axes of the tibial ACS. The plateau was isolated by calculating the tibia’s inertial axes. A plane oriented using the tibia’s inertial axes and positioned at the largest cross-sectional area was used to isolate the plateau. The inertial axes of only the plateau were designated as the ML, AP, and third axes of the tibial ACS. The origin of the tibial ACS was positioned at the plateau’s center of mass.

### 3.2.4 Data analysis

The algorithm’s repeatability was evaluated by computing the differences in location and orientation of each ACS after aligning each bone to a template bone using a surface registration protocol. Prior to registration, the bone models were scaled to similar volumes according to a scale factor determined by balancing the width of each specimen’s condyles or tibial plateau. Femoral and tibial surface registrations
were then performed using Geomagic Studio’s (v10; Morrisville, NC, USA) best-fit alignment algorithm.

### 3.3 Results

The described algorithm was successful in automatically constructing ACSs for the femur and tibia from the CT-based bone models. The algorithm’s repeatability was evaluated by computing the differences in location and orientation of each ACS compared to the mean ACS, which was determined for both by averaging each specimen’s axes and origins. Location differences were evaluated as 2-D component (x, y, z) distances and absolute 3-D distances. Orientation differences were evaluated as angular ACS x-, y-, and z-axis distances. Mean femoral and tibial ACS x-, y-, and z-location and orientation differences were consistent, with a bias of less than 1.5 mm and 2.5° (Figure 3.4). Additionally, the femoral ACS’s average absolute 3-D location difference was slightly larger (1.7 mm) with a more dispersed range (CI: 1.3 – 2.2 mm) than the tibial ACSs (1.1 mm, CI: 0.7 – 1.5 mm).

### 3.4 Discussion

We have presented an automated method for constructing subject-specific ACSs for the distal femur and proximal tibia based solely on their 3-D bony geometry. The algorithm was automated to eliminate time-consuming user interactions that may introduce theoretical bias from point or region selection. The ACSs were designed to define a knee joint coordinate system (JCS) based on a geometrical model of the femur’s cylindrical surface rolling on top of the tibia’s planar surface [7,8]. Describing
Figure 3.4: (A) Average location variability of the ACS origins in mm. (B) Average orientation variability of the ACS axes in degrees. Circles correspond to the femur ACSs and squares correspond to the tibia ACSs. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Variability between the ACSs is thought to be influenced primarily by differences in bone morphology between specimens.
this motion using two right-handed orthogonal coordinate systems allows angulations between the femur and tibia to be captured in all three anatomical planes.

Traditional methods for defining femoral and tibial ACSs employ data from the hip and ankle joints that may not be available for \textit{ex vivo} biomechanics studies of isolated knee preparations \cite{5,6}. Aspects of previous axis definitions were translated to the presented algorithm. Specifically, the axis of the cylinder fit to the femoral condyles was used to build the knee’s FE axis (Figure 3.2B). Additionally, the axis through the femoral diaphysis (anatomical axis) was used in conjunction with the “cylindrical axis” to create the third axis of the femoral ACS. As a result of the cross-product, the third axis of the femoral ACS is tilted medially, pointing from the center of the condyles toward the femoral head (Figure 3.1A.1). However, these observations require further quantitative investigation.

While the ACSs were designed with traditional definitions in mind, the absence of hip and ankle data combined with the lack of any gold standard complicate the evaluation of the proposed method. McPherson et al. described a method for creating a JCS for the distal femur and proximal tibia; however, the method is based on an extended knee position and assumes no variation of relative position between the femur and tibia between individuals. This assumption may not hold when investigating abnormal knee mechanics \cite{10}. In these cases, a subject-specific method for creating position-independent femoral and tibial ACSs is necessary.

The algorithm’s repeatability with regard to subject-specific ACSs was evaluated by comparing inter-specimen ACSs. The majority of variability was likely a consequence of between-subject morphology differences. These differences contributed to increased variability because exact bone morphology was used to build the ACSs. Furthermore, surface discrepancies between specimens visibly affected the surface registration technique, creating imperfections in the alignment that contributed to increased variabil-
ity. While only one template knee position was used, this evaluation emphasizes the proposed method’s sensitivity to the anatomical and morphological differences between specimens, highlighting its capability of generating consistent, subject-specific ACSs.

An essential component of the femoral ACS is the smallest inertial axis of the femoral diaphysis (Figure 3.2A.2). This axis is consistently oriented through the diaphysis; however, its orientation is affected when the diaphyseal length approaches its width. We determined that a length larger than approximately 55 mm consistently orients the inertial axes with deviations less than 1°. In circumstances where the diaphyseal length approaches its diameter, the smallest inertial axis may be oriented in many directions. In these circumstances, it is appropriate to use the center axis of a cylinder fit to the diaphysis. The average diaphysis length used in this study was 146 ± 21 mm.

Accurately capturing all three anatomical planes of the knee is the first step in the assessment of knee kinematics. Differences between the presented ACS definitions and previous methods will likely result in slightly different kinematic interpretations; however, an attempt to minimize these differences was made by translating traditional axis definitions. While differences are unavoidable, providing a clear definition is required to interpret joint motion [11]. Herein, we defined the first, second, and third axes for the femur and tibia ACSs in detail.
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Abstract

Jumping and cutting activities are investigated in many laboratories attempting to better understand the biomechanics associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. Optical motion capture (OMC) is widely used; however, it is subject to soft tissue artifact (STA). Biplanar videoradiography offers a unique approach to collecting skeletal motion without STA. The goal of this study was to compare how STA affects the six-degree-of-freedom motion of the femur and tibia during a jump-cut maneuver associated with non-contact ACL injury. Ten volunteers performed a jump-cut maneuver while their landing leg was imaged using optical motion capture (OMC) and biplanar videoradiography. The within-bone motion differences were compared using anatomical coordinate systems for the femur and tibia, respectively. The knee joint kinematic measurements were compared during two periods: before and after ground contact. Over the entire activity, the within-bone motion differences between the two motion capture techniques were significantly lower for the tibia than the femur for two of the rotational axes (flexion/extension, internal/external) and the origin. The OMC and biplanar videoradiography knee joint kinematics were in best agreement before landing. Kinematic deviations between the two techniques increased significantly after contact. This study provides information on kinematic discrepancies between OMC and biplanar videoradiography that can be used to optimize methods employing both technologies for studying dynamic in vivo knee kinematics and kinetics during a jump-cut maneuver.

Keywords: knee, biomechanics, soft tissue artifact, x-ray, in vivo
4.1 Introduction

Activities involving jumping, landing, and cutting are commonly associated with non-contact deceleration anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries [1,2]. Non-contact deceleration ACL injuries are those sustained during activity without contact with another athlete or object. They account for approximately 70% of the estimated 400,000 ACL injuries sustained in the United States each year [3,4]. The mechanisms associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury are not well understood and most likely occur from a combination of risk factors including environmental, anatomical, hormonal, and biomechanical factors [2]. Understanding the biomechanics of activities associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury would provide insight into injury mechanisms and may provide evidence in support of specialized training and rehabilitation techniques to minimize injury and optimize treatment [3,5].

Optical motion capture (OMC) technologies have been used to non-invasively quantify 3-D joint kinematics, including jumping and cutting [6]. The field-of-view (FOV) of OMC systems is large enough to capture the motion of multiple joints over an entire jumping and cutting movement. When combined with ground reaction forces and a biomechanical model, OMC is a powerful tool for providing insight into the biomechanics of the knee during these high speed maneuvers. However, OMC is sensitive to soft tissue artifact (STA), where motion of skin-mounted markers move relative to the underlying bones, particularly during the landing and support phases of a movement [7,8]. STA limits the accuracy of joint metrics at the level of the ligaments and articulating surfaces. Cluster based motion capture techniques have been developed to mitigate the effect of STA [9]. While these techniques improve segment tracking, they do not eliminate STA. Attempts to eliminate STA using percutaneous bone fixtures have been successful; however, these methods are highly invasive and likely alter joint motion, especially during jumping and cutting maneuvers [7,10,11].
Elucidating how joint arthrokinematics (e.g. joint translation, joint space, contact regions) may contribute to a sports injury remains challenging without an accurate, non-invasive method for understanding the bone to bone kinematics during landing and cutting.

High-speed biplanar videoradiography motion capture techniques allow investigators to accurately quantify 3-D bone motion during dynamic activities without STA [12–15]. Currently, biplanar videoradiography systems are capable of capturing 3-D kinematics of a single joint within a basketball sized FOV. It would be advantageous to capture an entire jump-cut maneuver with OMC while using biplanar videoradiography to focus on knee joint kinematics at the level of the articulating surfaces during impact with the ground. This would provide highly accurate bone kinematics during an important phase of the maneuver while quantifying the kinematics of the surrounding joints throughout the entire movement.

Recently, Myers et al. [16] and Taylor et al. [17] made use of both biplanar videoradiography and OMC to study tibiofemoral kinematics during drop and jump landings. While these studies provide a foundation for combining the two motion capture techniques, comparing the respective kinematic outcomes was beyond their scope. Understanding how STA affects each body segment (e.g. thigh and shank) during different periods of an activity will strengthen the interpretation of kinematic outcomes associated with high demand activities. Moreover, by better understanding the limitations of a combined technique, kinetic outcomes may be estimated by effectively expanding the FOV using OMC. In order to optimize a combined OMC and biplanar videoradiography technique, their measurement differences during landing activities (i.e. those which are more susceptible to STA) must be quantified.

The goal of this study was to compare how STA affects the six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion of the femur and tibia during a jump-cut maneuver. For this assess-
ment, we: (1) quantified the within-bone motion differences as measured by OMC and biplanar videoradiography; and (2) evaluated how these within-bone motion differences affected the clinically relevant knee joint kinematics (tibia with respect to the femur) before and after ground contact. It has previously been shown that soft tissue surrounding the femur affects kinematic measurements more significantly than the soft tissue surrounding the tibia during knee flexion, axial hip rotation, and stair-ascent [18-20]. Additionally, Garling et al. has reported an increase in STA after ground contact during stair-ascent [18]. Based on these data, we hypothesized that the soft tissue surrounding the femur would have a greater effect on the kinematic measurements than the soft tissue surrounding the tibia during the jump-cut maneuver. Moreover, we hypothesized that STA would significantly influence the OMC joint kinematic measurements after ground contact during the jump-cut maneuver when compared to the biplanar videoradiography measurements.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Subjects

All experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board. Ten recreational athletes (5 males, 5 females; age 25 ± 3.3 years; height 1.73 ± 0.10 m; weight 73.17 ± 10.15 kg) were enrolled in this study. The inclusion criteria were: (1) no neurological disease(s); (2) no pregnancy; (3) no history of lower extremity injury; and (4) a Tegner activity score of five or greater [21]. After granting their informed consent, each subject was outfitted with two marker clusters containing five retro-reflective markers. These marker clusters were placed on the thigh and shank to track the six degree-of-freedom motions of the femur and tibia using OMC. This marker set was chosen because it is a subset of a larger marker set commonly used to
track segment motion using OMC [22]. The outfitted leg was chosen randomly (6L and 4R).

### 4.2.2 Jump-cut maneuver

Volunteers performed a jump-cut maneuver, originally described by Ford et al., that was designed to mimic maneuvers associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury [6]. Three targets were placed on the floor within the testing environment: a jump-landing target on the center of the force plate and two targets placed two meters beyond the jump-landing target at an angle of approximately 45°. These two targets provided a reference for the subject to cut toward and jog past after landing. Before beginning the maneuver, the subject was asked to stand approximately one meter from the force plate with their knees bent at approximately 45°. A verbal prompt was used to cue the subject to jump upward and forward toward the landing target. A visual directional prompt (L or R) cued the subject to perform a sidestep cut toward and jog past one of the angled targets. For example, when a subject began their jump and was signaled to cut to the left, they landed and pushed off with their right foot and led with their left (Figure 4.1A). Ten trials (five in each direction) were performed. The subject was unaware of the directional prompt prior to each trial.

### 4.2.3 Data collection and processing

All biomechanical data were collected in the W.M. Keck Foundation X-Ray Reconstruction of Moving Morphology (XROMM) Facility at Brown University, (Providence, RI, USA). OMC data was collected at 250 Hz using a four camera Qualisys Oqus 5-series system (Gothenburg, Sweden). GRF data were time-synchronized with
Figure 4.1: (A) Experimental set-up including image intensifiers and x-ray sources. The optical motion capture cameras are not shown. The subject is performing the jump-cut maneuver. In this example they were cued to cut to their left upon landing on the force plate. The ‘X’ marks the landing location and the arrows represent the left (L) and right (R) cut directions. (B) The OMC (dotted red) and biplanar videoradiography (solid green) knee flexion/extension and GRF (solid blue) for the entire jump-cut activity including the flight phase, landing, rotation, cut, and toe-off. The field of view for the biplanar videoradiography limits its ability to collect kinematic data for the entire jump-cut activity. However, it can be tailored to measure motion for specific periods of an activity where OMC is more sensitive to soft tissue artifact.
the OMC system and collected at 5,000 Hz using a Kistler model 9281B force plate (Amherst, NY, USA).

Biplanar videoradiography data were time-synchronized with the OMC system using an electrical trigger and collected at 250 Hz during three of the jump-cut trials where the subject landed and cut with their outfitted leg. The biplanar videoradiography system has been previously described in detail [14]. X-rays were generated using an exposure of 70 kVp and 100 mA. Digital radiographs were captured using shutter speeds of 400 - 800 µs. The x-ray sources were positioned at 120° with a source to image distance of 165 cm. Image de-distortion and 3-D space calibration (XrayProject; Brown University, Providence, RI, USA) was performed using previously described methods [13].

Clinical CT scans (Lightspeed; GE, Piscataway, NJ, USA) for each subject’s outfitted knee were acquired in the axial plane at 80 kVp, using GE’s SMART mA and Bone Plus reconstruction algorithm. The voxel resolution was less than 0.381x0.381x0.625 mm³. For each scan, the femur and tibia were isolated from the entire volume using threshold and segmentation tools available in Mimics v14 (Materialise, Ann Arbor, MI, USA).

The biplanar videoradiography data were processed using custom markerless tracking software (Autoscoper; Brown University, Providence, RI, USA) detailed previously [14]. Briefly, the CT volumes for the femur and tibia were registered with the biplanar videoradiography data and the bones were tracked across all captured frames using the Autoscorer software (Figure 4.2A-D). These techniques track in vivo bone motion within 0.25 mm and 0.25° [14]. The knee joint kinematics of the tibia with respect to the femur were described using a pair of anatomical coordinate systems (ACSs) created from the 3-D CT bone models of the femur and tibia using previously described methods (Figure 4.2E) [23]. This pair of ACSs was used to interpret knee
joint kinematics for both OMC and biplanar videoradiography.

In order to use the same ACSs for both imaging modalities, the global coordinate spaces of the OMC and biplanar videoradiography systems were registered using a rigid lattice that consisted of 11 radio-opaque, spherical markers outfitted with retroreflective tape (3M, St. Paul, MN, USA). The OMC and biplanar videoradiography systems simultaneously captured a static position of the lattice and the transformation matrix for co-registration of each global coordinate space was computed \cite{24,25} and applied to the respective kinematic data sets.

4.2.4 Data analysis

In order to compare the within-bone motion differences, the CT-based ACSs were independently driven by the OMC and biplanar videoradiography systems. This resulted in the motion of the CT-based femoral and tibial ACSs as determined by the biplanar videoradiography system and as determined by the OMC system (Figure 4.2F). The biplanar videoradiography ACSs were compared to the OMC ACSs by determining the axes (Rx, Ry, and Rz) and origin (T) differences at each frame. The range (max - min) of axes and origin differences were calculated for each trial across all subjects and these data were described using sample means and standard deviations. The range differences of the femoral ACS were compared to the range differences of the tibial ACS using a paired t-test. Additionally, the overall median and maximum range differences of the femoral and tibial ACSs were computed for all subject trials.

Knee joint kinematics were compared for each trial across all subjects using both sets of ACSs. Joint rotations in flexion/extension (FL/EX), adduction/abduction (AD/AB), and internal/external (IN/EX) rotations of the tibia relative to the femur were interpreted using Grood and Suntay’s method \cite{26}. Joint translations in
Panels A and B represent a single frame of the biplanar videoradiography data for x-ray source 1 and x-ray source 2, respectively. Panels C and D represent the same frame of the biplanar videoradiography data (blue) after image processing. Contrast and edge detection is used to enhance the images. Additionally, the digitally reconstructed radiographs generated from the CT volume are displayed in tan and are superimposed on the blue and black biplanar videoradiography data. The images represent the outcome of the Autoscoper software after bone tracking is completed for the current frame. The 3-D models of the tibia and femur driven by optical motion capture (tan) and biplanar motion capture (blue) are shown in panels E and F. All four independently tracked anatomical coordinate systems are also shown. The short and lighter coordinate systems are being driven by OMC and the long and darker coordinate systems are being driven by biplanar videoradiography. The external markers for the thigh and shank are also shown in tan. Panel E represents the initial frame, where OMC and biplanar videoradiography are perfectly aligned. Panel F represents a frame where soft tissue artifact is affecting the OMC driven bones and coordinate systems.
medial/lateral (ME/LA), anterior/posterior (AN/PO), and compression/distraction (CO/DI) displacements of the tibia relative to the femur were determined by a vector originating at the origin of the femoral ACS and terminating at the origin of the tibial ACS [27]. All kinematic measurements were processed using Visual3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD, USA).

The joint rotations and translations were separated into two periods: (A) flight phase to contact; and (B) following contact. Period A began and period B ended when the femur and tibia entered and exited the FOV of the biplanar videoradiography system. For each period, the differences in kinematic excursions (max-min) between OMC and biplanar videoradiography were calculated for each trial. The absolute differences in kinematic excursions were described using sample means and standard deviations. A paired t-test was used to determine if the differences in values among periods A and B were greater than would be expected by chance. Additionally, the overall median and maximum differences in knee joint rotational and translational excursions were computed for both periods across all subject trials.

### 4.3 Results

The ranges of femoral ACS axes (Rx, Ry, Rz) and origin (T) differences between OMC and biplanar videoradiography were higher than the range of tibial ACS axes and origin differences (Figure 4.3 Top). The ranges of femoral differences were only significantly higher for Rx, Rz, and T; however, the p-value for Ry was 0.19. The maximum range of axes differences for the femoral and tibial ACSs were as high as 18° and 13°, respectively (Table 4.1). The maximum range of origin differences for the femoral and tibial ACSs were as high as 34 mm and 29 mm, respectively (Table 4.1).
The joint excursion differences between OMC and biplanar videoradiography were larger after contact (period B) for all knee joint parameters (Figure 4.3 Middle: FL/EX, AD/AB, IN/EX; Figure 4.3 Bottom: ME/LA, AN/PO, and CO/DI). The FL/EX excursion differences were not found to be statistically significant between period A and B (p = 0.13). For AD/AB and IN/EX, the increase in excursion difference between OMC and biplanar videoradiography was more striking. These increases were statistically significant (p < 0.0001). The maximum excursion differences for joint rotations were as high as 7° for periods A and 15° for period B (Table 4.1).

For ME/LA, AN/PO, and CO/DI, excursion differences between OMC and biplanar videoradiography increased from period A to period B. These increases were all statistically significant (p < 0.001). The maximum excursion differences for joint translations were as high as 11 mm and 28 mm for periods A and B, respectively (Table 4.1).

| ANATOMICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM DIFFERENCES |
| FEMUR | TIBIA |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Rx | Ry | Rz | T | Rx | Ry | Rz | T |
| (°) | (°) | (°) | (mm) | (°) | (°) | (°) | (mm) |
| MAX | 10.23 | 8.88 | 18.18 | 33.70 | 9.25 | 7.47 | 13.43 | 29.11 |
| MEDIAN | 5.07 | 3.67 | 11.97 | 24.91 | 4.24 | 3.60 | 7.48 | 14.18 |

<p>| KNEE JOINT KINEMATIC DIFFERENCES |
| JOINT ROTATIONS | JOINT TRANSLATIONS |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERIOD A</th>
<th>FL\EX</th>
<th>AD\AB</th>
<th>IN\EX</th>
<th>ME\LA</th>
<th>AN\PO</th>
<th>CO\DI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>10.71</td>
<td>10.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERIOD B</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>14.76</td>
<td>16.84</td>
<td>21.62</td>
<td>27.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>18.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: (Top) Overall median and maximum range differences of the femoral and tibial ACS axes (Rx, Ry, and Rz) and origin (T). (Bottom) overall median and maximum difference in knee joint rotational and translational excursion for periods A and B.
Figure 4.3: (Top) The difference between OMC and biplanar videoradiography for the three rotational axes (Rx, Ry, and Rz) and origin (T) of the independently driven femoral and tibial ACSs. (Middle) The rotation difference (FL\EX, AB\AD, IN\EX) between OMC and biplanar videoradiography. (Bottom) The translational difference (ME\LA, AN\PO, CO\DI) between OMC and biplanar videoradiography. For all knee joint rotational and translational differences, the data is displayed for the period before contact (A) and the period after contact (B). For each graph, the data is summarized using means plus standard deviations and the brackets represent significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) between groups.
4.4 Discussion

We compared the kinematic measurements obtained from OMC and biplanar videoradiography during a jump-cut maneuver. The results support our first hypothesis that the soft tissue surrounding the femur would have a greater effect on the kinematic measurements than the soft tissue surrounding the tibia during a jump-cut maneuver. The results also support our second hypothesis that that STA would significantly influence the OMC joint kinematic measurements after ground contact (period B) during a jump-cut maneuver.

Peak OMC joint rotations and translations were observed to differ as much as 15° and 28 mm (Table 4.1), which is consistent with previous studies that report deviations of 2 - 20° and 10 - 30 mm [7,8,11,18,20]. Herein, the majority of deviations occur during the period after contact (period B), where the skin and muscle is reacting to the landing in an oscillatory manner (Figure 4.4). The OMC kinematic measurements followed the biplanar videoradiography measurements more closely during the period before contact (period A).

The overall distribution of OMC differences, as compared to biplanar videoradiography, was of similar magnitude within each period for all joint rotations and translations. For example, the FL/EX differences during period B were similar to the AB/AD and IN/EX differences during period B. These findings are especially important when evaluating secondary rotational motions such as AB/AD or IN/EX rotation, because the total range of motion is significantly less than FL/EX. This leads to OMC deviations of 100% and above for the secondary rotational motions as well as the three translational components. This amount of kinematic deviation will introduce errors in joint kinetics, determined through inverse dynamics. A study performed by Tsai et al. [20] comparing single-plane videoradiography motion capture to OMC during slow stair ascent reported significant deviations in joint moments at
Figure 4.4: Example OMC (dotted red) and biplanar videoradiography (solid green) knee flexion angle and ground reaction force (solid blue) data versus time. The dotted vertical lines represent the contact event. The period before contact is period A and the period after contact is period B.
the knee (> 12%), particularly the knee extensor moment. The effect OMC had on the abduction and internal rotational moment at the knee may have been mitigated by the restrictions of both single-plane videoradiography and the shank marker set used for OMC, which make out of plane knee kinematics difficult to elucidate. Additionally, the stair ascent activity studied may not produce impacts large enough to produce influential STA. We expect these kinetic parameters to be significantly effected, especially in high demand landing conditions such as jumping and cutting.

Currently, biplanar videoradiography is limited in its FOV and typically allows only a single joint to be imaged. Thus, a union between OMC and biplanar videoradiography is required for extracting 3-D kinetics at the knee during jumping and cutting. The data presented herein show that the soft tissue surrounding the femur affects joint kinematics more significantly than the soft tissue surrounding the tibia, which aligns with the results presented by Garling et al. [18] and Reinschmidt et al. [8]. This makes intuitive sense because the soft tissue mass surrounding the femur is more than twice that of the tibia [28]. Moreover, work from Okita et al. [29] and Reinschmidt et al. [30] support the expectation that motion artifact associated with surface markers rigidly affixed to the bony prominences of the ankle malioli and to the foot segment would be small. By using a calibration lattice for co-registration of OMC and biplanar videoradiography, we avoid using heavier radio-opaque markers on the surface of the skin and facilitate full body OMC modeling. The combined technique presented herein allows investigators to collect femur and tibia motion without STA while collecting OMC data for the foot and ankle to preserve the kinematic chain required for calculating inverse dynamics. These results highlight the importance of reporting knee joint kinetics in the tibial coordinate system to mitigate the effect of STA when using OMC alone.

Furthermore, an entire maneuver involving jumping and cutting will include kinematic
outcomes before and after landing and while beginning a cut (Figure 4.1B). These parts of the maneuver are more easily captured using OMC because the FOV is significantly larger. The combination of both OMC and biplanar videoradiography becomes advantageous in assessing the entire maneuver from start to finish. Based on the reported results, OMC can sufficiently measure the sagittal plane kinematics and kinetics before and after landing while biplanar videoradiography allows investigators to focus in on the knee during landing, where the bones, cartilage, and ligamentous structures are under the most stress.

The limitations of biplanar videoradiography have been thoroughly documented [12]. Specifically, biplanar videoradiography is not as readily available as traditional OMC, and the x-ray exposure increases the risk to subjects, albeit the total dose applied in this study was low (< 15 mrem). Furthermore, the relatively small imaging volume limits the range of activities that can be studied. Other potential study limitations include the placement of the OMC markers to optimize for the least squares technique and not the point cluster technique. Only a single jump-cut activity was tested, and results for walking, running, or other activities may be vastly different. Additionally, our subject population was relatively small and consisted of healthy recreational athletes with similar height and weight demographics. This excluded the possibility of directly correlating STA with body mass index (BMI). However, it would be expected that higher BMI would correlate with higher STA based on the results presented herein. Finally, the lack of a common and independent static calibration frame required that we co-register the two imaging modalities using a frame during the flight phase. This may produce a shift in the data along the y-axis of the Cartesian plane; however, any affects of this shift are eliminated using the excursion (max - min) analysis executed herein.

In this study, we captured an entire jump-cut maneuver with OMC while using bi-
planar videoradiography to focus on knee joint kinematics during impact with the ground. To our knowledge, this is the first use of biplanar videoradiography to assess six-DOF STA in the knee during a jump-cut maneuver. This study is a significant step toward understanding the ways OMC and biplanar videoradiography can be used together for answering questions about the biomechanics of the joint, especially during rapid movements and direction changes that are associated with injury. Additionally, this study provides a foundation for creating methods for modeling soft tissue motion in order to mitigate its affect on kinematic outcome measures. The results presented in this study should be considered when interpreting knee mechanics from OMC at and directly after impact during a jump-cut maneuver, specifically those associated with joint translations and secondary rotations (AB/AD and IN/EX). Finally, we recommend that all knee kinetics be interpreted in the tibial coordinate system based on the lower STA observed for the shank. It is our hope that a combination of OMC and biplanar videoradiography motion capture can be used to investigate entire jumping and cutting activities in order to better understand the kinematic and kinetic factors associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury.
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Knee biomechanics during a jump-cut maneuver: effects of gender and ACL surgery
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to compare kinetic and kinematic measurements of the knee from male and female ACL-intact (ACL\textsubscript{INT}) and ACL-reconstructed (ACL\textsubscript{REC}) subjects during a jump-cut maneuver using biplanar videoradiography. Twenty subjects were recruited, 10 ACL\textsubscript{INT} (5 males, 5 females) and 10 ACL\textsubscript{REC} (4 males, 6 females; five years post surgery). Each subject performed a jump-cut maneuver by landing on a single leg and performing a 45° side-step cut. Ground reaction force was measured by a force plate and expressed relative to body weight. Six-degree-of-freedom knee kinematics were determined from a biplanar videoradiography system and an optical motion capture system. ACL\textsubscript{INT} female subjects landed with a larger peak vertical GRF (p < 0.001) compared to ACL\textsubscript{INT} male subjects. ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects landed with a larger peak vertical GRF (p ≤ 0.036) compared to ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. Regardless of ACL reconstruction status, female subjects underwent less knee flexion angle excursion (p = 0.002) and had an increased average rate of anterior tibial translation (p = 0.037) after contact compared to male subjects. Furthermore, ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects had a lower rate of anterior tibial translation compared to ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects (p = 0.035). Finally, no striking differences were observed in other knee motion parameters. Our results show that women permit a smaller amount of knee flexion angle excursion during a jump-cut maneuver, resulting in a larger peak vertical GRF and an increased rate of anterior tibial translation. Notably, ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects five years post surgery also perform the jump cut maneuver with lower GRF than ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects. This study proposes a causal sequence whereby increased landing stiffness (larger peak vertical GRF combined with less knee flexion angle excursion) leads to an increased rate of anterior tibial translation while performing a jump-cut maneuver.

Keywords: kinematics, kinetics, landing stiffness, ground reaction force, anterior tibial translation, biplanar videoradiography
5.1 Introduction

Injuries to the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) are commonly associated with sport maneuvers involving jumping, landing, and cutting [1]. These maneuvers result in a sudden loading of the ACL due to the deceleration of the tibia that occurs after landing but just prior to a rapid direction change [2]. Approximately 70% of ACL injuries occur during deceleration maneuvers without contact from another athlete [3]. Although males suffer non-contact deceleration injury, females are reported to be up to ten times more prone when participating in the same high-risk activities [4]. Although many theories exist, the ACL failure mechanism and the associated gender bias remain unclear.

During normal function, the ACL restrains excessive anterior tibial translation and stabilizes secondary knee rotations (i.e., internal/external and abduction/adduction) [5]. ACL reconstruction has become the gold standard of treatment for athletes with an ACL tear in an attempt to restore joint stability and to return patients to a high functional level [6]. Unfortunately, of the 400,000 patients that undergo ACL reconstruction in the United States each year, up to 5% are at risk for re-injury [7], 45% fail to return to their pre-injury sport level [8], and 80% to 90% will develop radiographic evidence of osteoarthritis as early as seven years post surgery [9].

Given the unexplained greater risk of non-contact deceleration ACL injury in female subjects, any differences between gender and ACL reconstruction status in the kinematic and kinetic factors during associated sport activities may point to root causes for injury and re-injury, and avenues for prevention and rehabilitation. Unfortunately, the biomechanics of male and female ACL-intact (ACL\text{INT}) and ACL-reconstructed (ACL\text{REC}) knees during high risk non-contact deceleration activities, such as a jump-cut maneuver, are not well understood. These data have previously been difficult to obtain, in part, because non-invasive measurement of kinematics has been limited to
optical motion capture (OMC), which depend on surface markers that are prone to artifact from soft tissue oscillation immediately following landing [10].

Biplanar videoradiography, however, allows for direct measurement of in vivo bone motion, circumventing the effect of soft tissue artifact [11–17]. Biplanar videoradiography has recently been used to study dynamic ACL_{INT} and ACL_{REC} knee motion during running [11,12], two-legged drop landings [13–16], and single-leg hopping [17]. While these studies have made significant contributions to our understanding of both ACL_{INT} and ACL_{REC} knee function during running, drop landing, and hopping, the combined jump-cut maneuver, which is more commonly associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury, has not been investigated [2,18]. Additionally, the biomechanics of ACL_{REC} subjects during these other dynamic tasks were investigated between four and twelve months after surgery [11,12,17]. While these time points are crucial for quantifying the immediate effects of ACL reconstruction, understanding the biomechanics of the knee more than five years after surgery may provide further insight into the long-term recovery process.

The purpose of this study was to compare force plate kinetic data and knee kinematic measurements from male and female ACL_{INT} and ACL_{REC} recreational athletes during a jump-cut maneuver in hopes that differences would point to plausible risk factors for injury. Knee kinematic measurements were primarily obtained from biplanar videoradiography; however, knee flexion/extension outside the field of view of the biplanar videoradiography system was obtained from traditional optical motion capture. The specific aims were to determine differences due to both gender and ACL reconstruction status between ACL_{REC} patients who were at least five years post-surgery and ACL_{INT} control subjects. More specifically, it was anticipated that ACL_{INT} women would tend to perform the jump-cut maneuver more upright and with more landing stiffness than ACL_{INT} men. This would be evident as decreased knee flexion angle
excursion and increased peak vertical ground reaction force (GRF), relative to their body weight, resulting in greater tibial translation (particularly anterior). In contrast, it was not known whether or not ACL\textsubscript{REC} females and males five years post reconstruction would follow a similar pattern or if their injury and subsequent repair and rehabilitation would have resulted in altered kinetic and kinematic parameters (tested as an interaction between gender and ACL reconstruction status).

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Subjects

All experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board. Twenty recreational athletes were enrolled in this study. Of these subjects, 10 were ACL\textsubscript{INT} (5 males, 5 females) and 10 were ACL\textsubscript{REC} (4 males, 6 females; 7 bone-patellar tendon-bone autografts, 3 hamstring tendon autografts). Age, weight, and height for all subjects are displayed in Table 5.1. The inclusion criteria for the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects were: (1) no history of lower extremity injury; (2) no neurological disease(s); (3) no pregnancy; and (4) a Tegner activity score of five of greater [19]. It should be noted that the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects were part of a separate study investigating the effects of soft tissue artifact on kinematic outcomes during a combined jump-cut maneuver [10]. The inclusion criteria for the ACL\textsubscript{REC} patients were: (1) unilateral ACL reconstruction using bone-patellar tendon-bone or four-stranded hamstring tendon autograft (looped semitendinosus and gracilis); (2) at least five years post ACL reconstruction; (3) no systemic infection; (4) no neurological disease(s); (5) no pregnancy; and (6) a Tegner activity score of five or greater. The ACL reconstruction surgery type was confirmed from patient records. After granting their informed consent, each subject
was outfitted with 23 retro-reflective surface markers on a single leg to permit measurement of foot, shank, and thigh motion using OMC [20]. The outfitted leg was chosen at random for the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects (6L and 4R). For the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects, the ACL reconstructed leg was outfitted (7L and 3R).

5.2.2 Jump-Cut Maneuver

Each subject performed a jump-cut maneuver that was adapted from Ford et al. [18], and previously described in detail [10]. Briefly, three targets were placed on the floor within the testing environment (Figure 5.1A). The first target was located in the center of a force plate (model 9281B; Kistler, Amherst, NY, USA). The other two targets were placed toward the left and right of the landing target at an angle of 45°.

Before beginning the maneuver, the subject was asked to stand approximately one meter from the force plate with their knees bent approximately 45°. Upon hearing a verbal “GO” prompt, the subject jumped upward and forward toward the first landing target. At the same time as the verbal “GO” prompt, a visual directional prompt, left (L) or right (R), cued the subject as to which direction to cut after landing on the target with one leg. Upon landing, the subject performed a sidestep cut and then jogged past the respective angled targets. For example, if a subject was prompted to cut to the left they would land, cut, and push-off with their right leg. A trial was excluded if the subject incorrectly performed the jump-cut maneuver (landing outside the target area, incorrect cut direction, crossover cut, etc...) A total of ten correctly executed trials were performed, and the subject was unaware of the directional prompt prior to a given trial.
### Table 5.1: ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} male and female age, mass, and height demographics. Ages are in years, mass is in kilograms, and height is in centimeters. A two-way analysis of variance was performed on each set of demographics data, and no statistically significant differences ($p \leq 0.05$) were found between gender and condition. Statistically significant differences ($p \leq 0.05$) are highlighted using a dark gray background fill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>ACL STATUS</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
<th>SEM</th>
<th>GENDER</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
<th>SEM</th>
<th>INTERACTION</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
<th>SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGE (YEARS)</td>
<td>ACL\textsubscript{INT}</td>
<td>25.20</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>27.53</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>p=0.235</td>
<td>25.80</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACL\textsubscript{REC}</td>
<td>26.96</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>24.63</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>p=0.481</td>
<td>24.60</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p=0.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29.25</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24.67</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS (KG)</td>
<td>ACL\textsubscript{INT}</td>
<td>73.16</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>84.88</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>p=0.001</td>
<td>81.53</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACL\textsubscript{REC}</td>
<td>78.26</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>66.55</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>p=0.567</td>
<td>65.07</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p=0.242</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>88.49</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68.03</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEIGHT (CM)</td>
<td>ACL\textsubscript{INT}</td>
<td>172.85</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>178.70</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>p=0.003</td>
<td>177.40</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACL\textsubscript{REC}</td>
<td>173.88</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>168.03</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>p=0.605</td>
<td>168.30</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p=0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>180.00</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>167.75</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.3 Data Collection and Processing

The jump-cut maneuvers were carried out and kinetic and kinematic data were gathered in the W.M. Keck Foundation XROMM Facility at Brown University (Providence, RI, USA). An OMC system (Oqus 5; Qualisys, Gothenburg, Sweden) was used to track the retro-reflective surface markers on each subject’s outfitted leg during the entire jump-cut maneuver at a capture rate of 250 Hz. A force plate (model 9281B; Kistler, Amherst, NY, USA) was used to measure the GRF at 5,000 Hz. The biplanar videoradiography system was engaged for a maximum of six trials and measured motion at 250 Hz within a restricted field of view (FOV) above the force plate [21]. This was done to reduce radiation exposure and maximize the likelihood that the jump-cut maneuver occurred within the FOV of the biplanar videoradiography system. All devices were time synchronized. Image de-distortion and 3-D space calibration followed established protocols using custom MATLAB software (XrayProject; Brown University, Providence, RI, USA) [22].

Additionally, a single static clinical computed tomography (CT) scan was collected for each subject’s outfitted knee. Image volumes were captured in the axial plane at 80 kVp while using GE’s SMART mA and Bone Plus reconstruction algorithms. The voxel resolution (slice thickness and in-plane resolution) for each scan was less than 0.625x0.465x0.465 mm$^3$. The voxels corresponding to the femur and tibia were isolated from each CT volume using previously described methods [23] implemented in commercially available image segmentation software (Mimics v14; Materialise, Ann Arbor, MI, USA).

Custom markerless tracking software (Autoscoper; Brown University, Providence, RI) was used to process the biplanar videoradiography data [21]. Briefly, isolated CT volumes for the femur and tibia were input into a virtual 3-D environment containing the biplanar videoradiography sequences and their calibration information. Digitally
Figure 5.1: (A) Illustration depicting the experimental set-up used to capture both biplanar videoradiography and OMC data during a jump-cut maneuver. A screen directly in front of the subject prompted them with the directional arrow. The subject would land and cut in the direction they were prompted using the opposite leg. For example, if prompted with the left arrow, the subject would land and cut to the left using their right leg. The four OMC cameras are not displayed in this figure; however, they were positioned to capture the retro-reflective markers shown on the subject’s right leg. (B) An example frame from the Autoscooper markerless tracking software. Each view represents one frame from each of the two videoradiographs generated from the two image intensifiers (Figure 5.1A). The blue and black portions of the images represent the actual radiographs. The orange femur represents the DRR. Both the DRR and videoradiographs have been enhanced with a sobel edge detection filter and a contact filter. This was done to create a strong visual match between the DRR and the actual radiograph. The translational manipulator is shown. This manipulator allowed the user to translate the DRR within the 3-D environment. A rotational manipulator was also available to the user. The DRR is shown here after performing markerless registration. The knee shown in this image is from one of the ACLREC subjects. Both interference screws are visible in the femur and tibia.
reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) were generated from the CT volumes, and the kinematic transforms from CT space to each radiograph frame were determined after optimally matching the DRRs with the two views from the biplanar videoradiography system (Figure 5.1B). It has previously been shown that in vivo bone motion can be determined within 0.25° and 0.25 mm using these methods [21,24]. Furthermore, the rotational and translational tracking precision for this study was estimated at 0.08° and 0.45 mm, respectively.

The retroreflective marker data from the OMC system were filtered using a digital low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz. The kinematic transforms of the femur and tibia obtained from the biplanar videoradiography system were converted into quaternions. A quaternion is represented by four parameters that can be filtered [25]. A digital Butterworth filter with a 25 Hz cutoff frequency was applied to the three kinematic translation parameters and the four quaternion parameters. The filtered quaternion parameters were converted back to rotation matrices and recombined with the filtered kinematic translations. The GRF data was filtered using a digital Butterworth filter with a 100 Hz cutoff frequency.

5.2.4 Data Analysis

For comparison between subjects, the vertical GRF was normalized by body weight. A characteristic peak (Figure 5.2A) was observed in the vertical GRF within the first 25 milliseconds. This peak vertical GRF was quantified by its time after contact (peak vertical GRF time) and its magnitude (peak vertical GRF magnitude).

The kinematics of the tibia with respect to the femur were described for both OMC and biplanar videoradiography data sets using two independent anatomical coordinate systems (ACSs). These ACSs were determined from the 3-D CT models of the femur
Figure 5.2: (A) ACL\textsubscript{INT} vertical GRF. (B) ACL\textsubscript{REC} vertical GRF. Each subject’s GRF was normalized by their respective weight. Thus, vertical GRF units are in body weights. Notice the highlighted peak in the ACL\textsubscript{INT} vertical GRF graph. All curves are displayed as mean ± 1 SD. The vertical line on each graph represents the time at contact. (C) ACL\textsubscript{INT} AN/PO translational excursion. (D) ACL\textsubscript{REC} AN/PO translational excursion. Anterior is positive and posterior is negative. All AN/PO translations were normalized for each subject by their respective tibial plateau width. Thus, translational units are defined as a percent of the total tibial width in the anterior-posterior direction. It should be noted that the AN/PO translational excursion data were obtained from the biplanar videoradiography system.
and tibia using previously described methods [23]. In order to use the same ACSs for both OMC and biplanar videoradiography, their global coordinate spaces were co-registered using a rigid lattice containing spherical markers that were radio-opaque and retro-reflective [10]. The mean and standard deviation for the root mean square fit error of the co-registration transforms was 0.31 ± 0.09 mm.

Knee joint rotations in flexion/extension (FL/EX), adduction/abduction (AD/AB), and internal/external (IN/EX) rotations of the tibia relative to the femur were interpreted using the method described by Grood and Suntay [26]. Joint translations in medial/lateral (ME/LA) and anterior/posterior (AN/PO) displacements of the tibia relative to the femur were determined by a vector originating at the origin of femoral ACS and terminating at the origin of the tibial ACS [17]. The ME/LA and AN/PO translations were normalized for each subject according to the ME/LA or AN/PO width of their tibial plateau, similar to the method reported by Tanifuji et al. [27]. These translations are interpreted as percent ME/LA or AN/PO tibial plateau width. Normalization was performed in order to make kinematic evaluations on individuals of different sizes.

Due to the limited field of view (FOV) of the biplanar videoradiography system, the joint rotations and translations were time normalized from 16 milliseconds prior to contact to 60 milliseconds after contact. This window was selected since it was common to all subjects for at least one trial. For comparison, all joint rotations and translations were zeroed at contact and interpreted as excursion. The average rate and maximum rate of AN/PO excursion was determined for each subject. Average rate was calculated as the total range divided by the change in time, and the maximum rate was calculated as the maximum time derivative. Additionally, the area under the curve (AUC), which simplifies time-series curve comparisons, was calculated for each time-series kinematic excursion trace by integrating the signal with respect to
The FOV of the OMC system is significantly larger than that of the biplanar videoradiography system, permitting the measurement of knee FL/EX angle outside the time period containing the biplanar videoradiography data. Despite the soft tissue artifact observed in secondary rotations (AB/AD, IN/EX rotation) and translations (ME/LA, AN/PO) obtained from OMC, FL/EX remains relatively unaffected [10]. Using the OMC data, the minimum flexion angle after contact was determined. Additionally, the change from minimum flexion angle to maximum flexion angle after contact was calculated and interpreted as excursion. The OMC data were presented for only knee joint FL/EX. The biplanar videoradiography data are presented for all other kinematic parameters (AD/AB and IN/EX rotations, ME/LA and AN/PO translations).

The described kinematic and GRF outcomes were determined for each applicable subject trial, and then all trials were ensemble averaged for each subject. Comparisons between gender (M and F) and ACL reconstruction status (ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC}) were made for all kinematic and kinetic variables using two way analyses of variance. These tests were performed with a significance level (alpha) of 0.05. Pairwise multiple comparisons were made using the Holm-Sidak method when a significant gender and ACL reconstruction status interaction was determined. The Holm-Sidak method maintains alpha at 0.05 across a set of hypothesis tests and adjusts p-values differently depending on their values ranked against each other. This is effective at maintaining alpha and avoiding beta inflation.
5.3 Results

A statistically significant interaction (p = 0.003) between gender and ACL reconstruction status was observed for the peak vertical GRF (Figure 5.2). Within the ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects, the females had a peak vertical GRF that was 1.45 body weights larger than the male subjects (p < 0.001). In contrast, the ACL\textsuperscript{REC} male and female subjects had nearly equal peak vertical GRFs. The ACL\textsuperscript{REC} male subjects’ peak vertical GRF was 0.22 body weights larger than the female ACL\textsuperscript{REC} subjects but was not statistically significant (p = 0.522). When comparing within ACL reconstruction status, both the male and female ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects had a larger peak vertical GRF than the male and female ACL\textsuperscript{REC} subjects, respectively. The male ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects’ peak vertical GRF were 0.80 body weights larger than the male ACL\textsuperscript{REC} subjects (p = 0.036), and the female ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects’ peak vertical GRF were 2.46 body weights larger than the female ACL\textsuperscript{REC} subjects (p < 0.001).

The peak vertical GRF for the female subjects occurred 6.24 milliseconds earlier than the male subjects (p = 0.021). The interaction between gender and ACL reconstruction status approached, but was not statistically significant (p = 0.117); the peak vertical GRF for the female ACL\textsuperscript{REC} subjects occurred only 2.21 milliseconds before the male ACL\textsuperscript{REC} subjects. Conversely, the peak vertical GRF for the female ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects occurred 10.27 milliseconds before the male ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects. Moreover, the peak vertical GRF appears to occur earlier in ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects than ACL\textsuperscript{REC} subjects (4.80 milliseconds; p = 0.066).

The average rate of AN/PO translational excursion (Figure 5.2) was 0.05 %/millisecond larger for ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects compared to ACL\textsuperscript{REC} subjects (p = 0.035), and 0.05 %/millisecond larger for female subjects compared to male subjects (p=0.037). The maximum rate of AN/PO translational excursion was 0.13 %/millisecond larger in female ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects as compared to male ACL\textsuperscript{INT} subjects; however, the difference
Table 5.2: ACL<sub>INT</sub> and ACL<sub>REC</sub> male and female kinematic AUC, rate, and peak vertical GRF results. A two-way analysis of variance was performed on each set of data. Statistically significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) are highlighted using a dark gray background fill. Near statistical significance (p ≤ 0.10) is highlighted using a light gray background fill. Pair-wise comparisons were made using the Holm-Sidak method when a significant (or near significant) gender and ACL reconstruction status interaction was determined. These results, denoted by the * or **, are shown in the bottom row of the table. The data presented in the parentheses (ME/LA and AN/PO AUC, AN/PO rates) are the raw translational values in millimeters. Finally, it should be noted that the kinematic data presented in Table 2 were obtained from the biplanar videoradiography system.
between genders in ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects was only 0.01 %/millisecond. Pairwise multiple comparisons revealed that maximum AN/PO translational excursion rate differences were significant for males versus females within ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects (p = 0.027) and for ACL\textsubscript{INT} versus ACL\textsubscript{REC} within female subjects (p = 0.007). Additionally, the AUC of the AN/PO translational excursion was observed to be 55 %·millisecond larger for ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects than ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects (p = 0.180). The AUC for the female subjects was also larger than the AUC for the male subjects (64 %·millisecond; p = 0.122). No significant interaction between gender and ACL reconstruction status was observed (p = 0.961). However, the AUC of the AN/PO translational excursion was observed to be 66 %·millisecond larger for female ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects than for male ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects, and the AUC for the female ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects was also larger than the AUC for the male ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects (62.1 %·millisecond). These AN/PO translational kinematic data were determined from the biplanar videoradiography system.

The AD/AB rotational excursion (Figure 5.3) was relatively constant after contact, changing less than two degrees for both male and female ACL\textsubscript{REC} and ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects. Despite the minimal rotational change after contact, the female subjects were slightly abducted (valgus) after contact while the male subjects were slightly adducted (varus) after contact (average female abduction excursion equal to 1.02 degrees, average male adduction excursion equal to 1.07 degrees; p = 0.033). The IN/EX rotational excursion (Figure 5.3) for all subjects followed a consistent pattern. Specifically, the male and female ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects all began internally rotating after contact. While no statistically significant differences were observed in any group, the ACL\textsubscript{INT} male and female subjects had a 76 degree·millisecond larger AUC than the ACL\textsubscript{REC} male and female subjects (p = 0.171). These AD/AB and IN/EX rotational kinematic data were determined from the biplanar videoradiography system.
Figure 5.3: (A) ACL$_{\text{INT}}$ AD/AB rotational excursion. (B) ACL$_{\text{REC}}$ AD/AB rotational excursion. Adduction is positive and abduction is negative. (C) ACL$_{\text{INT}}$ IN/EX rotational excursion. (D) ACL$_{\text{REC}}$ IN/EX rotational excursion. All rotational excursion units are in degrees. All curves are displayed as mean ± 1 SD. The vertical line on each graph represents the time at contact. It should be noted that these data were obtained from the biplanar videoradiography system.
The minimum flexion angle occurred at or immediately following ground contact. Following this, all of the subjects absorbed the landing and continued the cut by flexing through stance phase to a maximum flexion angle. Using the OMC data to quantify the minimum flexion angle, maximum flexion angle, and the flexion angle excursion (change from minimum to maximum flexion angle), we observed that females tended to be more flexed at contact ($p = 0.054$), but their total excursion was significantly less ($p = 0.002$) (Figure 5.4). These FL/EX kinematic data were determined from the OMC system.

Figure 5.4: (Left y-axis) Minimum knee flexion angle for $\text{ACL}_{\text{INT}}$ and $\text{ACL}_{\text{REC}}$ male and female subjects. Minimum flexion occurred at or immediately following ground contact. No statistically significant differences between gender and condition were observed for minimum knee flexion angle values; however, the * represents a p-value of 0.054 denoting an apparent gender difference. (Right y-axis) Knee flexion angle excursion for $\text{ACL}_{\text{INT}}$ and $\text{ACL}_{\text{REC}}$ male and female subjects. Knee flexion angle excursion was defined as the change in knee flexion angle from minimum flexion to maximum flexion. A statistically significant difference was observed between male and female subjects. This is highlighted by the **, which represents a p-value of 0.002. The minimum knee flexion angle and knee flexion angle excursion units are in degrees. It should be noted that these data were obtained from the OMC system.
5.4 Discussion

We have compared knee kinematic and kinetic measurements from male and female ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} recreational athletes during a jump-cut maneuver associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. Two major findings were observed in our study. First, female subjects who have never had an ACL reconstruction appeared to perform the jump-cut maneuver with greater landing stiffness (smaller amount of knee flexion angle excursion combined with larger peak vertical GRF [16]) than males with or without a history of ACL reconstruction and other females with a history of ACL reconstruction. This was evidenced by the differences observed in the knee flexion angle excursion, which translated to qualitatively comparable differences in peak vertical GRF. Second, the male and female ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects appear to perform the jump-cut maneuver with less energy than the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects, resulting in a lower peak vertical GRF even five years or more after their reconstruction. This may be a result of differences in strength, confidence, habit, and/or training following their injury.

These kinetic differences likely influence the differences observed in the rate of anterior tibial translation after contact, which is a common instigator of ACL injury. Specifically, we observed that anterior tibial translation increased at a faster rate in female ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects compared to their male ACL\textsubscript{INT} counterparts (Figure 5.2). Notably, peak anterior tibial translation for the ACL\textsubscript{INT} female subjects occurred within 60 milliseconds. A similar peak is not observed in the male ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects or the male and female ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. Interestingly, the time to peak vertical GRF was significantly less in female subjects as compared to male subjects regardless of ACL reconstruction status. Also, the time to peak vertical GRF appears to be smaller in ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects as compared to ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. The increased rate of anterior tibial translation observed in female ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects is likely a result
of the larger and more rapid peak vertical GRF observed immediately after ground contact. This rapid and large peak vertical GRF appears to produce a ‘snapping’ motion that differs from the more gradual increase in peak vertical GRF and anterior tibial translation observed in male ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects and male and female ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. It may be that there is a reliable tendency for females to absorb less energy upon landing, which, through greater peak vertical GRF, resultant forces, and/or abnormal kinematics, may increase the risk for ACL injury.

Previous research has suggested that increased landing stiffness, as characterized by a smaller amount of knee flexion angle excursion combined with a high vertical GRF during landing and cutting activities, place individuals at increased risk of ACL injury [28–30]. Attempts have been made to correlate increased landing stiffness with increased anterior tibial translation with the goal of developing knee injury prevention training and rehabilitation programs [16]. During the jump-cut maneuver in our study, the female subjects landed and cut with less knee flexion angle excursion after contact. This result, when interpreted in the context of the faster and larger peak vertical GRF, confirms that the females are performing the jump-cut maneuver with more landing stiffness. This finding is in contrast to the observations made for the male subjects, who appear to be absorbing the energy they are applying at ground contact by flexing through the landing and subsequent cut. Moreover, the AN/PO translation never reached a maximum (within 60 milliseconds after contact) and increased at a lower rate after contact for the male ACL\textsubscript{INT} and male and female ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. This combination of increased knee flexion angle excursion and/or reduced peak vertical GRF (decreased landing stiffness) may contribute to the slower time to peak anterior tibial translation after contact for these subjects.

In a similar study investigating the knee kinematics of ACL\textsubscript{INT} females during four functional tasks, Myers et al. observed that anterior tibial translation was increased
with activities of increasing external loading [15]. Specifically, they observed a 2.4 mm increase in anterior tibial translation during landing maneuvers as compared to walking. Moreover, their results show the same characteristic peak vertical GRF immediately following ground contact during the landing tasks. This peak is absent in the vertical GRF walking trace. Conversely, another study by Myers et al. showed no differences in anterior tibial translation between soft and stiff drop landings [16].

The authors attributed these findings to the ability of the ligaments and musculature about the knee to keep joint translations within a safe envelope of motion during controlled activities where external loading conditions are anticipated. While no excessive rotational or translation motion was observed in our study, the increased rate of anterior translation in female ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects suggests that stiffer landings under more unanticipated cutting activities may affect kinematic translations more than controlled, anticipated activities. Furthermore, the lower rate of anterior tibial translation seen in the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects immediately following contact may be influenced by the lower peak vertical GRF.

This low peak vertical GRF observed in both male and female ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects matches results from Paterno et al. [31,32] and Vairo et al. [33]. In two separate studies, Paterno et al. showed ACL\textsubscript{REC} male and female subjects decreased peak vertical GRF when performing landing activities two years after reconstruction. Vairo et al. reported decreased vertical peak GRF upon landing from a vertical drop among ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects approximately two years post surgery. These results are consistent with those reported in our study for ACL\textsubscript{REC} men and women who are at least five years post-reconstruction. Additionally, no gender differences were observed in the peak GRF within ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. Even after five years of strengthening activities, including formal rehabilitation, functional exercise, and return to sports, the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects performed the jump-cut maneuver with less energy when compared to the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects. While the exact mechanisms for this are unknown, it is
possible both behavioral and neuromechanical deficiencies are present in the ACL_{REC} subjects when performing jump-cut maneuvers on their previously injured limb. Alternatively, it is possible that the altered mechanics are a result of protective habits obtained during the ACL_{REC} subjects’ rehabilitation. Additional research investigating neuromuscular activity and contralateral biomechanics may provide additional insight into the reduced vertical GRF observed in both male and female ACL_{REC} subjects.

In addition to the larger peak vertical GRF and rate of anterior tibial translation, the female subjects were generally more abducted after contact (Figure 5.3A-B). This is an interesting finding because videographic studies have suggested that a valgus (abduction) collapse is involved in the non-contact deceleration ACL injury mechanism [34]. Furthermore, the results presented herein are consistent with previous reports suggesting that females land with more knee abduction compared to males [18]. While the female subjects in our study were abducted after contact compared to the male subjects, the total amount of abduction (< 2 degrees) does not seem to correspond to a valgus collapse position. This may be a result of the subjects’ ability to safely perform the jump-cut maneuver, which was implemented in our study to challenge the ACL. A valgus collapse position was not observed, neither were any adverse events (injury).

No significant differences were observed between gender and ACL reconstruction status for both IN/EX rotation or ME/LA translation after contact (Table 5.2). In general, all subjects began internally rotating after contact and remained stable in the ME/LA direction. With exception to the gender difference observed in AD/AB angle, the similar kinematic outcomes observed between gender and ACL reconstruction status after contact does not support our hypothesis. Deneweth et al. showed that, as compared to the ACL_{INT} contralateral knees, ACL_{REC} knees were more ex-
ternally rotated and less laterally translated during a single-leg hopped landing [17]. Unfortunately, obtaining contralateral limb kinematics was not feasible for our study. This makes direct comparisons difficult; however, Deneweth et al. does report total IN/EX excursion to be approximately five degrees and total ME/LA translation to be less than one millimeter for both reconstructed and contralateral knees. These excursion values align with the results presented in our study.

Despite the kinematic similarities, additional research investigating surface interactions between the medial and lateral compartments of the knee may provide more specific insight into subtle kinematic differences between both gender and ACL reconstruction status. Specifically, methods have been developed to identify distance weighted proximity centroids, regions of closest proximity [35], and point based surface velocities [36,37]. These techniques take advantage of the accuracy associated with biplanar videoradiography to make inferences about biomechanical changes at the articulating surfaces of the femur and tibia with the hope of better understanding the initiation and progression of osteoarthritis in ACL\textsubscript{REC} individuals [38].

As investigators, we are limited to studying potential injury mechanisms in a laboratory testing environment without many of the situations presented in a sporting environment. Our study investigated male and female ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects while they performed an activity in a controlled laboratory setting that has been associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. The incorporation of the ‘unanticipated’ element to the jump-cut maneuver mimicked the deceleration and cutting action associated with many sporting events. Despite the design, studies that employ biplanar videoradiography will be hindered by the inability to capture subjects performing sports activities in their native environments.

We acknowledge the small sample size for investigating kinematic and kinetic interactions between gender and ACL reconstruction status. While we did ensure that all
subjects were recreational athletes, we were not able to control for surgeon or rehabilitation protocol for the ACL_{REC} subjects. Additionally, we recognize the limitation of using two different graft types in our study. Based on biomechanical studies [11,39] and randomized clinical trials [40], we assumed that both bone-patellar tendon-bone and four-stranded hamstring tendon grafts would respond similarly during the jump-cut maneuver studied herein but recognize this as a study limitation.

Limitations associated with biplanar videoradiography should be noted. Specifically, the FOV restricted our ability to capture kinematic data for all subjects from 16 milliseconds before contact to 60 milliseconds after contact. Previous research has shown that peak anterior tibial translation occurs between 40 milliseconds to 50 milliseconds after contact [14], within the temporal range studied. Finally, each subject received up to 22 millirem of radiation exposure as a result of the biplanar videoradiography system and CT scan. While this falls well below the guidelines instituted by the NIH Radiation Safety Committee for acceptable radiation exposure to research subjects within a year (5 rem), it does limit the number of data collection trials. All subjects were aware of and gave informed consent to radiation exposure.

In conclusion, the results presented in our study support our hypothesis that kinematic and kinetic differences would be observed between both gender and ACL reconstruction status during a jump-cut maneuver. Specifically, we found that female ACL_{INT} subjects landed and cut with a smaller amount of knee flexion angle excursion and larger peak vertical GRF than the male ACL_{INT} subjects. Furthermore, we observed that the ACL_{REC} subjects had a significantly lower peak vertical GRF just after impact as compared to the ACL_{INT} subjects. We also noted that female ACLINT subjects appear to have an increased rate of anterior tibial translation just after contact. Our study associates the increased rate of anterior tibial translation to increased landing stiffness (larger peak vertical GRF combined with smaller knee
flexion angle excursion) while performing the jump-cut maneuver. With respect to AD/AB, IN/EX rotation, and ME/LA translation, differences were only observed AD/AB angle. The female subjects in our study were abducted after contact compared to the male subjects; albeit, the amount of abduction does not appear to correspond to a valgus collapse position. Finally, no significant interactions were found between gender and ACL reconstruction status for IN/EX rotation or ME/LA translation after contact.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions, related studies, and future directions
6.1 Conclusions

The studies and data presented in this dissertation describe and apply methods for using biplanar videoradiography to study dynamic in vivo knee motion. The techniques were applied with the goal of better understanding the kinematics and kinetics associated with the non-contact deceleration ACL injury mechanism during jumping and cutting in anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) -intact (ACL\textsubscript{INT}) and ACL-reconstructed (ACL\textsubscript{REC}) male and female recreational athletes. The long term objective of this work was to inform novel injury prevention and rehabilitation programs that mitigate the injury risk, improve injury recovery, and/or reduce risks associated with re-injury and post-traumatic joint degradation. The specific aims of the chapters presented in this dissertation were to: (1) develop and validate methods for accurately quantifying in vivo knee bone motion using biplanar videoradiography; (2) collect and quantify the kinematics of ACL\textsubscript{INT} individuals performing an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury; and (3) investigate gender and ACL reconstruction status differences in kinematics and kinetics of ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects performing an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. The topics covered in Chapter 1 outline the background and significance of the studies presented in this dissertation and explain the purpose and hypotheses of the specific aims in detail.

6.1.1 Specific Aim 1

*Develop and validate methods for accurately quantifying in vivo knee bone motion using biplanar videoradiography*

The first aim was accomplished with the studies presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The goals of the study presented in Chapter 2 were to design and validate software techniques for tracking and quantifying in vivo three-dimensional (3-D) bone motion
using biplanar videoradiography. In this study, we validated new markerless tracking software (Autoscoper) that implemented previously described markerless tracking algorithms on a graphics processor. Additionally, we successfully developed protocols for evaluating the systematic tracking error of a biplanar videoradiography system using gold standard instrumentation. These protocols allowed static and dynamic tracking errors to be evaluated for a multitude of bones and system configurations. We were able to show that the dynamic markerless systematic tracking error of the biplanar videoradiography system fell below 0.25° for the distal femur, distal ulna, and distal radius. While unpublished, data have also been collected and processed for the proximal tibia, patella, distal humerus, proximal humerus, proximal ulna, proximal radius, first metacarpal, and third metacarpal. The dynamic markerless systematic errors associated with tracking these bones were similar to the tracking errors associated with the distal femur, distal ulna, and distal radius presented in Chapter 2. The methods and results presented in Chapter 2 indicate that we could accurately quantify 3-D bone motion non-invasively without the implantation of radio-opaque markers during dynamic jumping and cutting activities.

Our ability to dynamically track \textit{in vivo} bone motion accurately, as established with the results presented in Chapter 2 requires robust anatomical coordinate systems to interpret the bone motion into clinically meaningful six degree-of-freedom (DOF) joint kinematics. The goal of the study presented in Chapter 3 was to develop and implement an algorithm to consistently and repeatedly define anatomical coordinate systems based on the 3-D geometry of the distal femur and proximal tibia in order to extract clinically relevant joint kinematics. The algorithm was successful in determining independent coordinate systems of the femur and tibia using bone models extracted from a 3-D imaging modality, which is required for any biplanar videoradiography study. These coordinate systems were based off the articulating surfaces of the femoral condyles and tibial plateau and were designed to define a knee joint
coordinate system based on the ‘roll-glide’ motion of a cylinder (femoral condyles) moving on top of a plane (tibial plateau).

Overall, we present, implement, and validate new software available to the biomechanics community for studying and interpreting dynamic \textit{in vivo} bone motion. We hope that these methods help researchers focus on understanding and solving today’s biomechanical and orthopaedic challenges through strong collaborative efforts.

6.1.2 Specific Aim 2

\textit{Collect and quantify the kinematics of ACL}_{INT} individuals performing an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury}

The second aim was accomplished with the study presented in Chapter 4. The goal of this study was to determine the feasibility of collecting and quantifying the leg motion of ACL$_{INT}$ recreational athletes performing an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury using the tools and techniques presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Additionally, we wanted to optimize methods for combining motion capture modalities to expand the field of view (FOV) of the biplanar videoradiography system as well as to understand how soft tissue affects kinematic measurements obtained from traditional optical motion capture (OMC) techniques during the proposed activity.

We were successful in designing an experimental set-up capable of synchronously measuring leg motion using biplanar videoradiography and OMC as well as electromyography (EMG) and ground reaction force (GRF) data. For this study, we recruited ten ACL$_{INT}$ subjects and collected kinematic, kinetic, and neuromuscular data while they performed a jump-cut maneuver which was designed to mimic sport activities that are
associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. When comparing motion capture modalities, we determined that the soft tissue surrounding the femur influenced kinematic measurements more than the soft tissue surrounding the tibia. Overall, we observed that the soft tissue surrounding the knee produced kinematic deviations as high as $15^\circ$ and 28 mm after landing. From these data, we concluded that the secondary knee rotations (adduction/abduction and internal/external rotation) and all knee translations (medial/lateral, anterior/posterior, and compression/distraction) determined from OMC should be interpreted with caution, especially following contact. However, it should be noted that OMC can sufficiently measure the sagittal plane kinematics before and after landing based on the results reported in this study. This permits the measurement of knee flexion/extension outside the FOV of the biplanar videoradiography system. This provides valuable information regarding the flexion angle during the entire maneuver while biplanar videoradiography can be used to focus on the knee during landing, where it is under the most stress. The methods and results presented and discussed in Chapter 4 which address the second aim, laid the foundation for the study presented in Chapter 5.

### 6.1.3 Specific Aim 3

*Investigate gender and ACL reconstruction status differences in kinematics and kinetics of $ACL_{INT}$ and $ACL_{REC}$ subjects performing an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury*

The final aim of this dissertation was accomplished with the study presented in Chapter 5. The goal of this study was to investigate the kinematic and kinetic gender and ACL reconstruction status differences using the methods developed and implemented in Specific Aim 1 and Specific Aim 2. To complete this aim, we recruited and collected biplanar videoradiography, OMC, GRF, and EMG data on an additional ten...
ACL_{REC} subjects who were at least five years post-surgery. The experimental protocol and data collection were performed in the same manner as described in Chapter 4. For this aim we compared the knee kinematics and vertical GRF data between male and female ACL_{INT} and ACL_{REC} subjects with the hope of elucidating differences between gender and ACL reconstruction status. The results presented in Chapter 5 showed that female ACL_{INT} subjects landed and pivoted with a smaller range of knee flexion angle and a larger peak vertical GRF than the male ACL_{INT} subjects. The results also showed that the ACL_{REC} subjects had a significantly lower peak vertical GRF just after impact as compared to the ACL_{INT} subjects. We also noted that female ACL_{INT} subjects appear to have an increased rate of anterior tibial translation just after contact, and the increased rate of anterior tibial translation was associated with an increase in landing stiffness. The increase in landing stiffness was defined as a larger peak vertical GRF combined with a smaller range of knee flexion angle, while performing the jump-cut maneuver. These results support future studies aimed at reducing landing stiffness in women with the hope of decreasing the rate of anterior tibial translation, and consequently, the risk of ACL injury. Moreover, the reduced energy with which the ACL_{REC} subjects were performing the jump-cut maneuver may be countered with focused rehabilitation, where a restoration of psychological and physical mechanisms may help ACL_{REC} patients return to pre-injury activity levels (Section 6.2.4).

Finally, it should be mentioned that as part of this study we also modeled the vertical GRF traces from each subject trial using a non-linear parameterized piecewise model. This was done to provide insight into the different characteristics of the vertical GRF immediately after contact. These methods and results are presented in Appendix A. Based on the findings from this study, we elected to simplify the methods and analysis as presented in Chapter 5. However, the exercise provided a platform for our final analysis and may prove to be an effective tool for future analyses.
6.2 Related studies and future directions

There are a number of related studies and future directions that seek to further address the aims presented in this dissertation. The kinematic, kinetic, and neuromuscular data obtained in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 provides a wealth of information regarding the function of the ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} knee during a jump-cut maneuver. A number of related studies have been performed to further address the aims of this dissertation as described below. Overall, the methods developed and results obtained herein provide a strong foundation for furthering the long term objective of this work. Specifically, the design and implementation of prospective studies aimed at developing subject specific injury prevention and rehabilitation training programs is an exciting avenue of future research. The following subsections provide a brief overview of the additional research avenues afforded by the primary and related studies presented in this dissertation.

6.2.1 Articular surface interactions (Appendix B)

The first related study was conducted to compare the interactions between the femoral and tibial articulating surfaces of ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} recreational athletes during a jump-cut maneuver (Appendix B). In addition to the traditional kinematic outcome measures (knee joint rotations and translations), dynamic articular surface interactions can be calculated using the set of tibiofemoral bone kinematics and the morphology information from the 3-D CT bone models [1,2]. Articular surface interaction outcomes such as tibiofemoral joint proximity, proximity center location, proximity center path, proximity area, and surface velocity may provide valuable information on how changes in bone kinematics affect the tibiofemoral articular surface [3]. A better understanding of subtle changes in articular surface deformation may provide insight
into the pathomechanics associated with the onset and progression of osteoarthritis. This is especially relevant to ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects, who are at an increased risk of joint degradation. Preliminary work has been done to investigate the effect of ACL reconstruction status on tibiofemoral articular surface interactions during the jump-cut maneuver as highlighted in Appendix B.

The overall goal of this analysis is to correlate dynamic articular surface interactions to the initiation and progression of post-traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) with the hope of developing new detection and treatment methodology. The results presented in Appendix B provide pilot data for designing a study aimed at following a cohort of ACL\textsubscript{REC}, ACL-deficient (ACL\textsubscript{DEF}), and/or ACL\textsubscript{INT} matched control subjects to correlate changes in articular surface interactions to serial changes in cartilage and meniscus degradation. The kinematic and kinetic techniques used in this dissertation can be combined with techniques developed by Bowers et al. [4–7] which take advantage of 3-D soft tissue information obtained from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to quantify cartilage and meniscus damage at different time points following surgery. Exciting work quantifying the association of cartilage thickness distributions to the 3-D kinematics of the femur and tibia [8] stress the importance of understanding how ACL deficiency or reconstruction shift contact locations [1,9]. Recently, Beveridge [10] has correlated dynamic surface interactions with cartilage damage in sheep. Using these techniques to correlate the exact location and amount of cartilaginous damage to alterations in dynamic surface interactions in humans may provide invaluable information for modified surgical and rehabilitation techniques.

6.2.2 Ligament elongations (Appendix C)

The second related study was conducted to determine how the native ACL elongates in relation to secondary knee rotations during the jump-cut maneuver (Appendix C).
Quantifying the elongation of the ACL during the jump-cut maneuver may provide insight into the dynamic in vivo loading of the ligament during an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. These data are needed for understanding how specific motions directly impact the ACL. The preliminary work investigating ACL elongations in ACL$_{\text{INT}}$ subjects during the jump-cut maneuver is highlighted in Appendix C.

Additional work needs to be done to improve the anatomical accuracy of ACL insertion sites used in Appendix C. This may be accomplished by merging soft tissue measurements from ultrasound or MRI with the CT bone models [9,11–13]. Moreover, using these soft tissue measurements to improve the simple ligament model used in Appendix C may help incorporate information about the ACL bundles (anteromedial (AM) and posterolateral (PL)), individual ligament fibers, and ligament wrapping into the model. It is apparent that more realistic models of the ACL, specifically ones that incorporate both the AM and the PL bundles as well as the contact and friction caused by the wrapping around the bone, more closely predict actual ligament properties [14–16]. Notably, it has been shown that subject-specific ligament modeling improves the accuracy of these predictive models [17]; however, while these complex ligament models exist, the kinematic boundary conditions are determined from cadaveric studies that cannot match data obtained from in vivo jumping and cutting activities. Combining the reliable in vivo kinematics from biplanar videoradiography with advanced ligament modeling techniques may enable mechanical properties to be determined for activities that are known to put the ACL at risk. These data have the potential to identify what kinematic parameters place the intact ACL at the greatest risk of injury under a variety motion conditions [11–13]. A better understanding of the dynamic reconstructed ligament properties in ACL$_{\text{REC}}$ subjects may improve current surgical procedures following ACL injury.
6.2.3 Muscle activity (Appendix D)

The third related study was conducted to elucidate muscle timing and activity of the quadriceps (Q), hamstring (H), and gastrocnemius (G) muscles between male and female ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects performing the jump-cut maneuver (Appendix D). Surface EMG signals were recorded for each jump-cut trial collected on all ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects using a wireless EMG system (Myomonitor IV; Delsys, Boston, MA). Quadriceps muscle activity was measured for the rectus femorus (RF) and vastus medialis (VM). Hamstring muscle activity was measured for the biceps femorus (BF) and semitendinosis (ST). Additionally, the muscle activity was measured for both the medial and lateral head of the gastrocnemius. These muscles were chosen based on previous studies, their direct influence on the knee, and the ease with which they can be palpated [18–23]. Bipolar re-usable surface electrodes were applied to the surface of the skin to collect muscle activity data. These electrodes required no gel and could be easily affixed on the surface of the muscle of interest after simple skin preparation.

Each muscle’s electrode placement was marked with a washable marker. The subject was then asked to shave, lightly abrade, and clean (Electrode Prep Pad; PDI, Orangeburg, NY, USA) the marked areas. The EMG electrodes were then affixed to the surface of the prepared skin using removable electrode specific adhesive tape. The surface electrode wires ran from the electrode to a control box that was fastened to the subject’s waist. The EMG system was capable of wirelessly syncing with the OMC and biplanar videoradiography systems in real time. As with the analog force plate data, each electrode channel of the EMG system was sampled at 5,000 Hz.

An example set of processed EMG data is shown in Figure D.1. The traces are from one ACL\textsubscript{INT} subject. The traces include the rectified and filtered muscle activity from the rectus femorus and semitendinosis during one trial. The flexion angle during the
jump-cut maneuver is also shown. Note that the minimum amount of activity for the rectus femoris is occurring directly after ground contact and the maximum amount of activity is occurring at the maximum flexion angle during the stance phase of the activity. Conversely, the semitendinosis activity is at a maximum and minimum, respectively. These observations in muscle activity are expected. During the first half of contact, the subject is decelerating their tibia and flexing to absorb ground contact. Functionally, this requires hamstring contraction. Once the subject has reached the maximum flexion angle, they transition from flexing their knee to extending it. As a knee extensor, the quadriceps is responsible for extending the leg through the rest of stance and toe-off. A more detailed analysis of muscle timing and activity is highlighted in Appendix D.

The work presented in Appendix D summarizes the neuromuscular data collected during the studies presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The results suggest that there is both a gender bias in antagonistic ACL mechanisms and a sensory deficit in ACLREC subjects. These data are particularly interesting when interpreted in the context of the increased rate of anterior tibial translation observed in female ACLINT subjects (Chapter 5). Furthermore, the delays observed in muscle timing support the theory that a neuromuscular deficiency may contribute to the decreased energy with which the ACLREC subjects perform the jump-cut maneuver (Chapter 5).

6.2.4 Injury prevention and rehabilitation

It is apparent from the work presented herein that kinematic (Chapter 5), kinetic (Chapter 5), and neuromuscular differences (Appendix D) are present between ACLINT and ACLREC men and women. We successfully identified potential ACL injury risk factors in ACLINT women. Specifically, the increased leg stiffness, the higher rate of anterior tibial translation, and the apparent muscle activity timing disparity following
ground contact are variables that may be modified given a specific injury prevention training program. Moreover, the kinematic, kinetic, and neuromuscular disparities between \( \text{ACL}_{\text{INT}} \) and \( \text{ACL}_{\text{REC}} \) subjects five years after surgery suggest that focused long-term rehabilitation may benefit the \( \text{ACL}_{\text{REC}} \) subject population and promote a return to their pre-injury neuromechanics [24–29].

The work presented in this dissertation lays the technical groundwork and provides pilot data supporting a prospective injury prevention and rehabilitation study aimed at addressing the identified risk factors in female and \( \text{ACL}_{\text{REC}} \) subjects. These types of studies would involve pre-training/rehabilitation testing and the implementation of a subject specific injury prevention/rehabilitation training program, followed by post-training/rehabilitation testing to quantify the effects of training/rehabilitation. It has been shown that neuromuscular training programs may reduce ACL injury risk by as much as 50% [30–32]. Furthermore, training interventions aimed at reducing leg stiffness and loading in runners has shown to mitigate injury and positively alter biomechanics [33–35]. Modifying and applying similar techniques to \( \text{ACL}_{\text{INT}} \) female athletes may be a viable option for reducing their injury risk.

### 6.2.5 ACL deficient subject population

Finally, in addition to the data collected from the \( \text{ACL}_{\text{INT}} \) and \( \text{ACL}_{\text{REC}} \) subjects, we have a similar ongoing study applying the jump-cut protocol from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 to collect kinematic, kinetic, and neuromuscular data from ACL-deficient (\( \text{ACL}_{\text{DEF}} \)) subjects. The \( \text{ACL}_{\text{DEF}} \) subject population is unique in that the inclusion criteria for these subjects are: (1) unilateral ACL injury; (2) continued participation in sport activities; (3) no previous knee injury; (4) no concomitant knee injury; (5) willingness to perform a one-legged hop test on their injured leg (an apprehension test); and (6) no pregnancy. By recruiting subjects who are able
to continue with recreational sports and perform a one-legged hop test despite the
injury, we are able to screen out ACL$_{DEF}$ subjects from the study that are physically
or mentally incapable of performing the jump-cut maneuver. These inclusion criteria
bias our subject population by eliminating subjects with very unstable knees; however,
it allows us to study a specific subject population that has a unique ability to maintain
functional stability despite being ACL$_{DEF}$. To our knowledge, the data provided from
this subject population when performing the jump-cut maneuver does not exist in the
literature. The kinematic, kinetic, and/or neuromuscular differences between subject
populations (ACL$_{INT}$, ACL$_{REC}$, ACL$_{DEF}$) may provide insight into the mechanisms
that allow these ACL$_{DEF}$ subjects to functionally ‘cope’ with their injury. To date,
we have successfully collected data on three ACL$_{DEF}$ subjects who fit the inclusion
criteria (Figure 6.1). Based on these data, there appears to be no gross kinematic
instability. These subjects appear to be coping with the ligament disruption. It
should be noted that no adverse outcomes (i.e. knee slippage) occurred during any
collected jump-cut trials. Additional work needs to be done to obtain, process, and
analyze the data from additional ACL$_{DEF}$ subjects using the methods presented in
this dissertation. Moreover, processing and analyzing the neuromuscular data from
this subject population may provide insight into the apparent functional stability
of the knee despite ACL deficiency. Clinically, these data may help us understand
how ACL$_{DEF}$ copers are successful with non-surgical treatment, which may provide
clinicians with additional tools for identifying non-copers who may be candidates for
non-surgical rehabilitation [28,36,37].
Figure 6.1: (A) ACL\textsubscript{DEF} adduction/abduction rotational excursion. (B) ACL\textsubscript{DEF} internal/external rotational excursion. All rotational excursion units are in degrees. (C) ACL\textsubscript{DEF} anterior/posterior translational excursion. All curves are displayed as mean ± 1 SD. The vertical line on each graph represents the time at contact.
6.3 Summary

The collection of work presented in this dissertation served to develop and validate methods for tracking dynamic \textit{in vivo} bone motion using biplanar videoradiography. The application of these methods was an essential component of this dissertation. Specifically, we strove to apply these methods to better understand how differences in knee kinematics and kinetics between gender and ACL reconstruction status may influence the gender injury bias, re-injury rate, and development of early onset post-traumatic osteoarthritis. We chose to study a jump-cut maneuver that attempts to mimic activities associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. This maneuver was perfectly suited for study with biplanar videoradiography because it combined a jump, landing, and 45° directional cut into one trial that can be safely and reliably performed within a confined environment. The culmination of the results presented in this dissertation relates increased anterior tibial translation to increased landing stiffness, which may be a contributing factor to the non-contact deceleration ACL injury. Ultimately, the long term goals of this work are to inform novel injury prevention and rehabilitation strategies. It is our hope that the ongoing and future directions related to the studies presented in this dissertation will further this goal. These data provide the foundation for a prospective injury prevention and rehabilitation training study that attempts to reduce injury risk in females as well as increase activity tolerance in ACL\textsubscript{REC} patients to their pre-injury level. Overall, the tools and techniques developed in this work will provide a platform for future studies investigating \textit{in vivo} bone motion in the knee, ankle, shoulder, elbow, wrist, and hand.
6.4 References


Appendix A

Non-linear piecewise modeling of the vertical ground reaction force observed during a jump-cut maneuver
A.1 Introduction

Sport activities associated with non-contact deceleration anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury, like a jump-cut maneuver, produce a vertical ground reaction force (GRF) that contains information relating to the energy with which an individual performs the maneuver. These data are typically consistent and contain two overlaid loading patterns during the period immediately following ground contact. First is a large and relatively fast loading impulse that mimics a gamma distribution, and second is a more gradual linear loading increase. The consistency of the vertical GRF data combined with its apparent relationship to both the gamma distribution function and the linear function suggest that these data can be modeled to obtain descriptive scalar parameters. Obtaining these parameters from GRF data may allow more robust comparisons to be made between subject populations while performing dynamic jumping and cutting activities. The purpose of this study was to design and implement a parameterized model to capture the key components of a vertical GRF time series trace from a jump-cut maneuver in order to better understand and compare these data among different subjects and subject populations.

A.2 Methods

After granting their informed consent, 10 ACL-intact (ACL\textsubscript{INT}) subjects (5 M, 25.8 ± 4.2 years; 5 F, 24.6 ± 2.3 years) and 10 ACL-reconstructed (ACL\textsubscript{REC}) subjects (4 M, 29.3 ± 6.1 years; 6 F 24.7 ± 6.7 years) were instructed to perform a jump-cut maneuver associated with a non-contact deceleration ACL injury [1]. Three targets were placed in the testing environment for the subject to land on and jog toward: one on the center of a force plate and the other two 45° and two meters from the landing target. For each trial, the subject stood one meter from the force plate with
their knees bent at 45°. When the subject jumped toward the landing target, a visual
prompt instructed the subject to perform a sidestep cut (L or R) and jog toward the
respective angled target. Ten trials were performed and the subject was unaware of
the directional prompt prior to each trial.

The force plate data was used to collect vertical GRF data at 5,000 Hz. These data
were filtered using a digital low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 100
Hz. For the purposes of this study, the GRF data were cropped and time normalized
from 16 milliseconds prior to contact to 60 milliseconds after contact. This temporal
window was chosen because it matched the window where biplanar videoradiography
kinematic data was collected.

The vertical GRF data was modeled as the sum of two separate functions (Figure
A.1). The gradual loading increase after ground contact was modeled using a linear
function:

\[
f_1(t \mid P_1, P_2) = \left( \frac{P_2 - P_1}{100} \right) \cdot (x + 1)
\]

where

\( t \) is the time period; and

\( P_1 & P_2 \) are the two vertical GRF values shown in Figure A.1.

The characteristic peak observed immediately after ground contact was modeled using
a scaled gamma distribution:

\[
f_2(t \mid P_3, P_4, P_5) = P_3 \cdot \frac{1}{P_4^P_3 \Gamma(P_3)} \cdot t^{P_3-1} \cdot e^{-t/P_4}
\]
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where

t is the time period;

$P_3$ is the shape parameter;

$P_4$ is the scale parameter;

$P_5$ is the magnitude parameter; and

$\Gamma$ is the Gamma function:

$$\Gamma(P_5) = \int_0^{\infty} e^{-tP_5^{-1}} dt$$

The final function was defined as the sum of $f_1$ and $f_2$ and contains five parameters:

$$f(t \mid P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5) = f_1(t \mid P_1, P_2) + f_2(t \mid P_3, P_4, P_5)$$

The five parameters of $f$ were estimated using the nonlinear regression algorithm in MATLAB (nlinfit). This algorithm estimates the parameters of the function by iteratively adjusting them to obtain a minimum fit residual. The algorithm had an initial guess for each parameter and the maximum number of iterations was set at 1,000. An example of the raw vertical GRF, $f$ using the initial guesses for the five parameters and $f$ using the fitted values for the five parameters, is shown in Figure A.2.

In addition to this model, the total impulse and total stance time were calculated. The total impulse was calculated as the integral of the vertical GRF data with respect to time. The total stance time was calculated as the time change from contact to toe-off.
Figure A.1: Representation of functions $f_1$ and $f_2$ and the resulting function, $f$. The GRF intercept ($P_1$) and GRF at 60 ms ($P_2$) form the primary components of $f_1$. Note that the shape ($P_3$) and scale ($P_4$) parameters of relating to the Gamma distribution ($f_2$) are shown here as the time point and width of the peak. This is an approximation of their influence, and both influence the location and height of the peak as well as the spread of the distribution. However, $P_5$ does parameterize the maximum height of the peak, as depicted in the figure.

Each estimated parameter from the model as well as the impulse and stance time were determined for each applicable subject trial, and then all trials were ensemble averaged for each subject. Comparisons between gender (M and F) and ACL reconstruction status (ACL_{INT} and ACL_{REC}) were made for all kinematic and kinetic variables using a two way analysis of variance. These tests were performed with a significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$. Pairwise multiple comparisons were made using the Holm-Sidak method when a significant gender and ACL reconstruction status interaction was determined.

A.3 Results

The average mean squared error for the model was $0.02 \pm 0.08$ body weights. The parameter, $P_2$, denoting the final height (within the temporal window studied herein) of the gradually increasing vertical GRF was 0.5 body weights larger in ACL_{INT} subjects compared to ACL_{REC} subjects ($p = 0.03$). A statistically significant interaction between gender and ACL reconstruction status was observed for the parameter, $P_5$,
Figure A.2: Representative graph showing an example trial from one subject’s raw GRF data (solid blue line). The function, $f$, is shown using the initial guesses for the five parameters (dot-hashed red line) and the final fitted values for the five parameters (hashed green line).
denoting the peak vertical GRF observed immediately after ground contact (p = 0.006). The ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects had a $P_5$ parameter that was 1.43 body weights larger than the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. The male subjects had a $P_5$ parameter that was 0.71 body weights lower than the female subjects’ $P_5$ parameter. Within ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects, the male and female $P_5$ parameters were only separated by 0.24 body weights (p = 0.599). Conversely, the male and female $P_5$ parameters were separated by 1.66 body weights within ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects (p = 0.001). All other model parameters were not observed to be different among gender and ACL reconstruction status (Table A.1).

In addition to the differences observed in the model parameters $P_2$ and $P_5$, an apparent gender difference was observed for the total vertical GRF impulse. The female subjects had a 50.66 body weight · second smaller impulse than the male subjects (p = 0.059), with the strongest influence likely arising from the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. The female ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects had an 82.41 body weight · second smaller impulse than the male ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects, while the female ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects only had a 18.92 body weight · second smaller impulse than the male ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects. With regard to stance time, the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects performed the jump-cut maneuver 0.77 seconds faster than the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects (p < 0.001).

### A.4 Discussion

We successfully applied a five parameter non-linear piecewise model to the vertical GRF from male and female ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects performing a jump-cut maneuver. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt at modeling the vertical GRF using a gamma distribution to capture the peak vertical GRF observed immediately following ground contact and a linear function to capture the gradual increase in vertical GRF during the initial stance period. The ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects appear to have a
Table A.1: ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} male and female model parameter, vertical GRF impulse, and stance time results. A two-way analysis of variance was performed on each set of data. Statistically significant differences ($p \leq 0.05$) are highlighted using a dark gray background fill. Near statistical significance ($p \leq 0.10$) is highlighted using a light gray background fill. Pair-wise comparisons were made using the Holm-Sidak method when a significant gender and ACL reconstruction status interaction was determined. These results, denoted by the *, are shown in the bottom row of the table.
more gradual increase their vertical GRF compared to the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects. This is evidenced by the similar starting vertical GRF ($P_1$) regardless of ACL reconstruction status combined with the lower ending vertical GRF ($P_2$) in ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects as compared to the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects. In addition, the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects have a smaller peak vertical GRF parameter ($P_3$) compared to the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects. Within the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects, the females’ peak vertical GRF parameter is strikingly larger than the peak vertical GRF parameter observed for male subjects. The decreased energy with which the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects are performing the jump-cut maneuver is further emphasized by the significantly lower stance time compared to the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects. The combination of these findings provides further evidence that, even after five years, ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects have physiological deficiencies, neuromechanical deficiencies, and/or protective habits obtained during rehabilitation that contribute to the decreased energy with which they perform the jump-cut maneuver.

The model used in this study was designed to parameterize the data within the first 60 milliseconds after contact, and it provides insight into the initial loading period of a jump-cut maneuver. In the future, these modeling techniques can be applied to the entire vertical GRF trace to quantify different aspects of the curve. The simplest additions would likely be in the form of a piecewise linear model that parameterizes the transition from the gradual loading phase through the stance phase and then toe-off; however, a quadratic or cubic function may be more effective. It is important to note that the insights gained during this analysis provided the foundation for the analysis presented in Chapter 5. Based on the results for the scale and shape parameters of the gamma distribution, we were able to simplify the analysis without sacrificing outcomes and interpretation.
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Appendix B

Bone surface interactions during a jump-cut maneuver: effect of ACL reconstruction surgery

Daniel L. Miranda, Michael J. Rainbow, Braden C. Fleming

The following appendix was submitted to the 59th Annual Meeting of the Orthopaedic Research Society in San Antonio, Texas on January 26-29, 2013.
B.1 Introduction

Non-contact deceleration anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries that occur during jump-cut maneuvers often result in multi-dimensional knee instability. This instability is typically treated by arthroscopic ligament reconstruction. Despite the restoration of functional knee stability, 80% to 90% of patients with ACL reconstruction have early signs and faster progression of osteoarthritis after surgery. The mechanics at the articular surfaces of the knee are not fully understood. A better understanding of the interactions between the articulating surfaces of the femur and tibia may help to explain why ACL injured patients are at higher risk for premature joint degradation.

The purpose of this study was to compare the interactions between the femoral and tibial articulating surfaces of ACL-intact (ACL\textsubscript{INT}) and ACL-reconstructed (ACL\textsubscript{REC}) recreational athletes during a jump-cut maneuver using biplanar videoradiography. The specific aims were to determine differences in bone surface interactions due to ACL status between ACL\textsubscript{REC} patients who were at least five years post-surgery and ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects.

B.2 Methods

All procedures were approved by the IRB. Twenty recreational athletes were enrolled in this study: 10 ACL\textsubscript{INT} (5 males, 5 females); 10 ACL\textsubscript{REC} (4 males, 6 females; 7 bone-patellar tendon-bone autografts, 3 hamstring tendon autografts). The inclusion criteria for the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects were: (1) no lower extremity injury; (2) no neurological disease(s); (3) no pregnancy; and (4) a Tegner activity score of five or greater [2]. The additional inclusion criteria for the ACL\textsubscript{REC} patients were: (1) unilateral ACL reconstruction; and (2) at least five years post ACL reconstruction. One leg was
imaged for each subject. The leg was chosen at random for the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects (6L and 4R). The ACL reconstructed leg was chosen for the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects (7L and 3R).

Figure B.1: (A) Example proximity area and proximity center (red sphere) for the medial and lateral compartments of the tibia. Blue and red are farthest and closest to the opposing surface, respectively. (B) Mean proximity center path for the ACL\textsubscript{INT} (green) and ACL\textsubscript{REC} (blue) subjects. The large and small spheres represent the beginning and end of the paths, respectively. Most of the proximity center translation is occurring in the AN/PO direction. The vectors represent the ME/LA (red) and AN/PO (green) axes of the tibial ACS.

The jump-cut maneuver was designed to mimic maneuvers associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury [3]. Three targets were placed in the testing environment: one on the center of a force plate and the other two toward the left and right of the landing target at an angle of 45° and a distance of two meters. A verbal prompt was used to cue the subject to jump upward and forward toward the landing target. A visual directional prompt (L or R) instructed the subject to perform a sidestep cut and jog toward one of the angled targets. For example, when subjects cut to the left, they pushed off with their right foot and led with their left. Ten trials
were performed and the subject was unaware of the directional prompt. Biplanar videoradiography data were collected during a subset of these trials.

Biplanar videoradiography measurements were collected at 250 Hz and time synchronized with the force plate, which collected ground reaction force (GRF) data at 5,000 Hz. These data were collected in the W.M. Keck Facility at Brown University. Additionally, a CT scan was obtained for each subject’s instrumented leg. The biplanar videoradiography data were processed using custom markerless tracking software [4]. Anatomical coordinate systems (ACSs) were created from 3-D CT bone models [5]. All kinematic data were filtered using a digital low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz.

The knee surface interactions were based on the articular surfaces from the 3-D CT bone models. These interactions were determined at every kinematic frame and summarized by the proximity area, proximity center location, and proximity center distance. The proximity area was defined as the total polygonal surface area within a threshold distance of nine millimeters from the opposing surface. The proximity center location was defined as the central point on the proximity area weighted by the average of the distances of each polygon to the closest point on the opposing surface. The proximity center distance was defined as the minimum distance of the proximity center to the opposing surface. The proximity area, proximity center, and proximity center distance were calculated between the medial and lateral compartments of the tibia using the opposing surfaces of the femur, respectively. The two compartments were isolated using the sagittal plane formed by the x- and y-axes of the tibial ACS.

The proximity area, proximity center position, and proximity center distance were cropped from 16 ms prior to contact to 60 milliseconds after contact. The total post-contact medial/lateral (ME/LA) and anterior/posterior (AN/PO) proximity center
excursions were calculated. The proximity center distance was zeroed at contact, and the post-contact excursions were calculated. The proximity area was binned in one millimeter distance increments, and the post-contact time integral (AUC) for each bin was determined. These outcomes were calculated for each trial and ensemble averaged for each subject. Comparisons between ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} were made using a one way analysis of variance. Comparisons between the medial and lateral compartments were made using paired t-tests.

![Graphs](image)

Figure B.2: (A) The mean proximity center distance excursion after contact. All proximity center distance excursions were decreasing, meaning the surfaces were moving closer together. (B) The mean ME/LA proximity center excursion. (C) The AN/PO proximity center excursion. The units are in millimeters for the proximity center distance excursion plot and both proximity center excursion plots. All error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean. Any statistically significant differences are labeled with a bracket.

### B.3 Results

The proximity center distance decreased after contact for all subjects (Figure B.2A). While not significant, the distance decreased more for the medial compartment than the lateral compartment for all subjects. For ME/LA proximity center excursion, no differences were observed between ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects (Figure B.2B). The mean AN/PO proximity center excursions were higher than the ME/LA excursions for
Figure B.3: (Top) Mean binned percent max proximity area for all subjects. The hashed lines are labeled with the bin distance. The vertical line is the time of ground contact. (Bottom) Bar plot representing the binned percent proximity area’s AUC. The units are percent proximity area · milliseconds. All bars represent the mean, and the error bars denote one standard deviation from the mean. Any statistically significant differences are labeled with a bracket.
each compartment (Figure B.2C). For the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects, the AN/PO proximity center excursion was 1.42 mm larger for the medial compartment compared to the lateral compartment. Furthermore, the AN/PO proximity center excursion was 0.93 mm larger for the lateral compartment of the ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects compared to the lateral compartment of the ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects.

No significant differences between ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects were observed for the binned proximity area measurements. In general, the medial compartment for both ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects had a larger percentage of area within four millimeters of the opposing femoral surface compared to the lateral compartment (Figure B.3).

### B.4 Discussion

We have compared three articular surface interaction parameters from ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} recreational athletes during a jump-cut maneuver associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. We found that both subject populations experienced a decrease in proximity center distance after contact and had larger AN/PO proximity center excursion compared to ME/LA excursion. Furthermore, we observed a larger percentage of the proximity area to be within four millimeters of the opposing surface in the medial compartment compared to the lateral compartment for all subjects. These findings are consistent with results from Anderst et al. during a one-legged hop [6]. While a significant difference was only observed between ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects for the AN/PO proximity center excursion in the lateral compartment, there was a trend for the proximity center distance to decrease in the medial compartment compared to lateral compartment for both ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects. In the future, we hope to apply and build on these techniques to elucidate subtle articular surface interaction differences between ACL intact, deficient, and reconstructed recre-
ational athletes. These non-traditional kinematic outcomes may help us understand how kinematic changes affect the articulating surfaces of the knee, and may be useful for studying the onset and progression of post-traumatic osteoarthritis.
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Appendix C

Biplanar videoradiography derived ACL excursions during a jump-cut maneuver associated with ACL injury

Daniel L. Miranda, Michael J. Rainbow, Joseph J. Crisco, Braden C. Fleming

The following appendix was presented as a podium presentation at the 12th Annual International Symposium on Ligaments and Tendons in San Francisco, California on February 3, 2012.
C.1 Introduction

Activities involving jumping and cutting are commonly associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. High-speed biplanar videoradiography provides a means to accurately quantify joint kinematics and ligament length changes during dynamic activities. The purpose of this study was to compare how ACL length and knee kinematics change across three phases of a jump-cut maneuver.

Figure C.1: Illustration depicting an example set of ACL insertion sites for the femur in orange and tibia in blue.
C.2 Methods

After granting their informed consent, 10 healthy volunteers (5 M, 25.8 ± 4.2 years; 5 F, 24.6 ± 2.3 years) were instructed to perform a jump-cut maneuver associated with a non-contact deceleration ACL injury [1]. Three targets were placed in the testing environment for the subject to land on and jog toward: one on the center of a force plate and the other two 45° and two meters from the landing target. For each trial, the subject stood one meter from the force plate with their knees bent at 45°. When the subject jumped toward the landing target, a visual prompt instructed the subject to perform a sidestep cut (L or R) and jog toward the respective angled target. Ten trials were performed and the subject was unaware of the directional prompt prior to each trial. Three-dimensional femur and tibia models were created using Materialise Mimics 13 (Ann Arbor, MI, USA) and their respective ACL insertion sites (Figure C.1) were outlined according to anatomic references from Girgis et al. [2] and Tsukada et al. [3] using Geomagic Studio 11 (Morrisville, NC, USA).

Biplanar videoradiography data was collected at 250 Hz during three trials. Ground reaction forces (GRF) were time synchronized and collected at 5,000 Hz. CT scans were obtained for each subject’s imaged leg. The biplanar videoradiography data were processed using custom markerless tracking software (Autoscoper; Brown University, Providence, RI, USA). The center of each insertion site was then tracked using the biplanar videoradiography motion data, and the ACL length was determined as the distance between the insertion site centroids. Percent ACL elongation was calculated as:

\[ ACL_e = 100 \times \left( \frac{L_{ACL_i} - L_{ACL_{ref}}}{L_{ACL_{ref}}} \right) \]

where
$ACL_e$ is the percent ACL elongation;

$L_{ACL_i}$ is the length of the ACL at a given time-point; and

$L_{ACL_{ref}}$ is the length of the ACL as determined from the CT scan.

Knee joint adduction/abduction (AD\AB) and internal/external (IN\EX) rotations were determined in Visual3D using the method described by Grood and Suntay [4]. All data were separated into three periods: flight phase to contact (A), contact to peak GRF (B), and following peak GRF (C) (Figure C.2). All trials were time normalized within each period and ensemble averaged across each subject’s trials. The total excursions of the ACL (max-min), AD\AB, and IN\EX rotations were determined for each subject across each period. Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s multiple comparison tests were used to test for significant differences between periods.

### C.3 Results

The median ACL excursion values varied significantly across the three periods (p = 0.026). The ACL lengthened to the greatest extent (Figure C.3A) after peak ground reaction force (period C). Median AD\AB excursion (Figure C.3B) was not found to be statistically significant across periods (p = 0.117). However, the median IN\EX rotational excursion varied significantly across the three periods (p < 0.0001). External rotation of the tibia occurred prior to contact. Internal rotation of the tibia began after contact and through peak GRF (Figure C.3C).
Figure C.2: (A) Knee AD/AB angle in degrees. (B) Knee IN/EX angle in degrees. (C) Percent ACL elongation. (D) Ground reaction force in kilonewtons. All kinetic and kinematic traces are from a single subject trail. The vertical hashed lines represent ground contact and peak vertical GRF. The time period before the first vertical hashed line is period A. The time period between the two vertical hashed lines is period B. The time period following the second vertical hashed line is period C.
Figure C.3: (A) Signed ACL elongation excursion. (B) Signed knee adduction/abduction angle excursion. (C) Signed internal/external angle excursion for periods A, B, and C. The bracketed lines connecting box plots denotes that a pairwise statistical difference was found.
C.4 Discussion

We have successfully tracked the *in vivo* kinematics of the femur and tibia during a jump-cut maneuver using biplanar videoradiography technology. Using this technology, we successfully generated reliable secondary knee rotations and estimated ACL elongation during three periods of the jump-cut maneuver. An increase in ACL elongation and internal rotation of the tibia occurred after ground contact, most notably after the peak GRF. This is consistent with results of Tashman et al., where the ACL lengthens and the tibia internally rotates after foot strike during downhill running [5]. Additionally, these results support the proposition that excessive internal tibial rotation could produce strains contributing to ACL failure.

While this study is limited by subject number, it provides insight into how knee rotations affect ACL biomechanics during an activity associated with non-contact deceleration ACL injury. Additionally, it is our intent to incorporate improved modeling techniques that take full advantage of the accuracy of biplanar videoradiography technology. Specifically, the model presented herein is a simple linear approximation of the ACL. Modeling the anteromedial bundle (AMB) and posterolateral bundle (PLB) using multiple piecewise linear fibers may provide additional insight into how the ligament is functioning across its cross-section during the different periods of the jump-cut maneuver. Moreover, computational methods exist that use the bony morphology to estimate ligament lengths [6]. Using these methods to account for ligament and fiber wrapping, specifically around the medial aspect of the lateral femoral condyle, will provide more accurate elongation estimates over the entire jump-cut kinematic profile. Ultimately, it is our hope that these techniques will help elucidate differences between gender and injury condition (ACL deficiency and reconstruction) to inform novel injury prevention and rehabilitation strategies.
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Appendix D

Effects of gender and ACL reconstruction status on muscle activity of the quadriceps, hamstring, and gastrocnemius during a jump-cut maneuver

Margaret S. Coats-Thomas, Daniel L. Miranda, Braden C. Fleming

The following appendix was submitted to the 59th Annual Meeting of the Orthopaedic Research Society in San Antonio, Texas on January 26-29, 2013.
D.1 Introduction

The ACL is the most common fully disrupted ligament in the knee, and the risk of injury is greatest in sports that involve cutting maneuvers without contact from another player. ACL injuries occur 2-10 times more frequently in female athletes compared to male athletes, and patients following ACL reconstruction surgery are at high risk for tearing their graft [1,2]. It is believed that the alterations in muscle activity of the quadriceps (Q), hamstring (H), and gastrocnemius (G) muscles are factors contributing to the risk of injury. To further understand mechanisms of ACL injuries, it is necessary to explore the individual and combined functions of these muscles during activities associated with non-contact ACL injury in both ACL-intact (ACL\textsubscript{INT}) and ACL-reconstructed (ACL\textsubscript{REC}) subjects.

The purpose of this study was to compare timing and activity levels of the Q, H, and G muscles when male and female ACL\textsubscript{INT} and ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects perform a jump-cut maneuver. Outcome measures include the muscle onset time, the time to peak activity, and the Q:H and G:H muscle activity ratios. We hypothesize that differences in all of these outcomes will be observed between gender and ACL reconstruction status.

D.2 Methods

All subjects granted their informed consent following Institutional Review Board approval. Ten ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects (5 females ages 24.6 ± 2.3 years, 5 male ages 25.8 ± 4.2 years) and ten ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects (6 females ages 24.7 ± 6.7 years, 4 males ages 29.3 ± 6.1 years) participated in the study. For ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects, one leg was chosen at random (6 left and 4 right), and for ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects the reconstructed leg was evaluated (7 left, 3 right). The chosen leg was outfitted with 23 retro-reflective surface
markers and six EMG electrodes. The surface electrodes were applied to two quadriceps muscles: rectus femoris (RF) and vastus medialis (VM), two hamstring muscles: semitendinosus (ST) and biceps femoris (BF), and both heads of the gastrocnemius muscle: medial (MG) and lateral (LG) following a standardized EMG protocol.

Subjects were asked to perform a jump-cut maneuver intended to recreate a motion associated with non-contact ACL injury (Figure 4.1A & Figure 5.1A). Subjects stood with knees bent at a 45° flexion angle approximately two meters from the force plate. The subject was cued by a verbal prompt to jump toward the landing target at the center of the force plate. Then, a visual directional cue instructed the subject to cut toward an additional target placed one meter away from the landing target and at a 45° angle to either the right or left. Each subject then jogged past the target after cutting. The subject performed ten trials.

EMG data were recorded for the RF, VM, ST, BF, MG and LG using a Myomonitor IV Wireless EMG System and Single Differential Detection surface EMG sensors (Delsys, Boston, MA, USA) at a sampling frequency of 5,000 Hz. This study was part of a larger study where kinematic data were collected using optical motion capture and biplanar videoradiography at 250 Hz. All EMG signals were full-wave rectified then high-pass filtered at 20 Hz and low-pass filtered at 500 Hz. Filtered signals were smoothed by calculating the root mean square value within a 500 millisecond moving window (Figure D.1). All signals were processed using Visual3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD, USA).

Muscle onset times were determined by finding the point at which the signal reached a value more than three standard deviations (SD) above the mean for all muscles except the BF, for which it was two SD. The mean was calculated from a manually defined rest period (time at the start of the trial when the subject was standing still). Muscle peak times were determined by finding the global maximum of the
Figure D.1: (A) Sample processed, smoothed EMG trace for the RF. (B) Sample processed, smoothed EMG trace for the ST. (C) Trace of the flexion angle of the knee during the jump-cut maneuver. For A, B, and C: the dotted line shows the time at which the subject made contact with the force plate, and the solid line shows the point at which the knee reached maximum flexion.
processed, smoothed signals. The signals for each muscle were integrated over the preparatory phase (PREP; 50 milliseconds before contact to contact) and the loading phase (LOAD; contact to max flexion). Integration values were recorded to determine the ratios of Q:H and G:H muscle activity for each trial during PREP and LOAD; then the average of the trials for each subject during each phase was calculated. A two-way analysis of variance (p-value ≤ 0.05) was used to test for significance of each outcome measure.

D.3 Results

We observed RF and VM peak timing to be 71 milliseconds and 78 milliseconds earlier in ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects than in ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects, respectively (RF: p = 0.036; VM: p = 0.026) (Figure D.2). We also found BF peak timing to be 75 milliseconds earlier in females than in males (p = 0.035) and 90 milliseconds earlier in ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects than in ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects (p = 0.014). LG and MG peak times were observed to be 106 milliseconds and 87 milliseconds earlier in females than in males, respectively (LG: p = 0.012; MG: p = 0.010). Finally, we found that MG peak timing was 77 milliseconds earlier in ACL\textsubscript{INT} subjects than in ACL\textsubscript{REC} subjects (p = 0.020).

D.4 Discussion

We successfully measured the Q, H, and G muscle activity during a jump-cut maneuver. The significant differences we observed suggest the BF peaks earlier in females than in males, a finding supported by a previous EMG study of a similar unanticipated cutting maneuver [3]. Our results show that the G muscle (MG and LG) peaked earlier in females than in males as well. Considering the gender-bias of ACL injury
Figure D.2: Bar graphs showing the mean peak times (A) and the mean onset times (B) for all 6 muscles studied. (C) Bar graph showing the PREP and LOAD Q:H and G:H muscle activity ratios. For A, B, and C: dotted and solid lines above the bars display p-values for differences among gender (male versus female) or ACL reconstruction status (ACL\textsubscript{INT} versus ACL\textsubscript{REC}) that were either significant or close to being significant.
and the fact that the G is an antagonist of the ACL, this is an interesting finding [4]. Past studies have shown there is a somatosensory deficit in an ACLREC knee, which leads to a prolonged reaction time due to impaired proprioception [5]. Our results suggest that the RF, VM, BF and MG in ACLREC subjects peak later after contact than those in ACLINT subjects. A somatosensory deficit in the ACLREC knees could explain these delayed peak times. While many studies have compared Q:H muscle activity ratios across gender, a comparison of these ratios between ACLREC and ACLINT subjects has not been performed. While not significant (p = 0.059), our findings suggest the LOAD Q:H muscle activity ratio is greater in ACLREC subjects than in ACLINT subjects. This result suggests ACLREC subjects have a greater amount of Q activity in relation to H activity than ACLINT subjects during the LOAD phase. While not significant (p = 0.094), it was found that RF activity began earlier before contact in ACLINT subjects than in ACLREC subjects. Our findings also suggest the LG activated earlier before contact in ACLREC subjects than in ACLINT subjects, though the difference was not significant (p = 0.075). One limitation of this study is that no maximum voluntary contraction data were recorded, so we were unable to look at the relative magnitudes of each muscle. Another limitation is that we used surface electrodes to obtain the EMG signals instead of more precise needle electrodes. Finally, the sample size was small and may have affected our statistical analysis.

The results of our study show that differences exist between both gender and ACL reconstruction status for peak and onset timing and muscle activity ratios for the Q, H, and G muscle groups. From this study we learned that certain knee musculature peak earlier in ACLINT and female subjects than in ACLREC and male subjects. Future studies will focus on exploring this trend and the mechanisms that make it true.
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